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Commuters to get
d-hall contracts
Plan provides breakfast, lunch
/

MARK TWAIN, alias Michael MauMln.
discusses his portrayal of the popular
American author with Suki Shaw and Leslie

Stevens. Mauldin appeared in Wilson Hall
Monday night. For story and more photos.
see pages 4 and 5. Photo by Lawr*** Envw
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Innovative' courses scheduled
Summer profs to get chance 'to do something different9
By TOM DULAN
studies" and develop "more
Five "innovative" courses
flexible attitudes toward the
or workshops will be added to
future," according to course
the 1978 summer school
instructor Dr. Violet Allain.
schedule under a new
Allain. assistant professor
program intended to provide
of secondary education and
professors the opportunity "to
school administration, said
do something different,"
teaching in schools is
according to the dean of
generally based on "present
summer school.
and past, without regard for
The five were chosen by the
rapid change," and often
James Madison University
doesn't prepare students
Council of Deans out of 27
adequately for the future.
- course or workshop proposals
Students will participate in
submitted by faculty memgames, exercises and group
bers, said Dr. Elizabeth
discussions designed to
Finlayson.
suggest a variety of alter"Oral Tradition and
native futures, she said, and to
Storytelling in the Black
study the effects of historical
Community of Harrisonburg"
events on the present.
will be a research workshop
"The Businessman in
held under the guidance of
American Literature" will
Inez Ramsey, instructor of
examine the question of why
library
science
and
the American businessman
educational media.
has not appeared favorably in
The workshop will involve
popular American literature.
students conducting recorded
The course will be taught
interviews
with
black
by Dr. Robert Hoskins and
members of the Harrisonburg
will be primarily a study of
community.
particularly
elderly black members. The
purpose, Ramsey said, will be
"to record and preserve
stories and oral traditions of
the black community" and "to
make a contribution to the
historical study of life here" in
By KEVIN KEEGAN
the Shenandoah Valley.
Fires on campus can best
The tapes will be preserbe prevented by using comved, but the information will
mon sense, according to a
also be transcribed so it may
Harrisonburg volunteer
be more easily drawn from for
fireman.
use in a written history.
Simple safety practices,
Ramsey said
including proper use and
The workshop will provide
maintenance of extension
"a chance for the student to
cords, keeping rooms free of
make a contribution to
trash, keeping flammable
recording the historical backmaterials such as alcohol
ground of the community."
away from heat and using
she said, adding that response
only
Underwriters'
toward the project from
Laboratories <UD approved
"leaders of the black comappliances all aid in the
munity." has been "overprevention of fires, Brett
whelmingly enthusiastic."
Bowman told a group of
The "Study of Futurism
James Madison University
and Its Classroom
Apstudents.
plications" will attempt to
Should a fire occur.
give students "better insight
Bowman stressed
that
into the area of future
students must remain calm.

prose fiction since 1885.
Selected readings will
concern the
American
businessman and related
topics such as the search for
human .values in a commercial and technological age
and the left-wing political
sympathies of many writers.
(Continued on Page 21) •

By TOM DULAN
A new dining contract will allow commuter students to have
S£S} andJTh. !E "* dining tal1 fining next fall, according to a Student Government Association senator
For $150 a semester, commuters will be served 10 meals a
81 nd
S^wiiSS
2 - ^ M°nday throu«h Friday, saidScott
5f" ai1H?8d*y 15PA meetin8 The sPecial contract will be
limited to the first 1.000 commuter students who apply, he said
rJdKw^ ,unch«wiB be available to commuters and
residents. These would have to be pickedup at breakfast, he said.
In response to student requests, Thornhill added, the dining
nail has agreed not to serve roast beef again until March
in-?!f campii? ,a.undl7 service- which was art back this year to
includeonly sheets, pi low cases, washcloths and bath towels, was
used by only "about eight" of the 78 residents of Spotswood dorm
last semester, said Alvin Walker (Spotswood)
«~«»™
Walker charged that about $1,890 was "given to the university"
ast semester by Spotswood residents for a service not used and
for which most of the residents "didn't know they were paving8
for whether or not they used it.
™
8
4 a y r but is
rnoUtif^^u/ ,^
.? '
included in the lump fee for
room and board. Walker said, contending that the present service
is unnecessary and should be eliminated
In other business, graduation will be held May 6 on the quad.
Ha
Sringii0 B.? and
jty
,first Vice-Pr<sident. There will be no
dm,om
^^u ?&
as will be distributed individually
rather than holding graduation by school
HJLP.2P?m is novJ'.,under way allowing orphaned and underprivileged area children to attend various .JMU activities
such as basketball and football games and movies free of charge'
according to President Mike DeWitt.
«•«««.
Any JMU student sponsoring a child may gain free admission
for the child by filling out a form ahead of time in the SGA office.
The SGA will then contact the proper authority to have tickets
reserved, DeWitt said. Children must be under 16 years of age, he
The SGA voted unanimously Tuesday to support the InterFraternity and Panhellenic Councils' bike-a-thon effort bv
donating $100 to the Camelot Nursing Home
The donation "will be used specifically for an intercom
system for the nursing home, said Larry Landes, SGA adviser
Patsy Eakin, senator from Huffman Hall, became the sixth
SOAsenator to resign this year when her resignation was made
official at Tuesday's meeting.
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Vending refunds to cut vandalism:

Rebate methods discussed
By KAREN HOBBS
The Inter-Hall Council
Monday discussed several
methods for distributing a
food services vending rebate,
totalling approximately $2,000
per month, among campus
dorms.
The rebate also involves
approximately
$7,600
retroactive
from
last
semester.

Campus fires prevented
by using common sense
citing panic as a major factor
in fire related injuries and
death.
"If you discover a fire,"
Bowman said, "first pull the
fire alarm, report the fire to
the R. A. or directly to the fire
department and then quickly
leave the building in an orderly manner."
If students are in their
room when an alarm is
sounded, they should First feel
the door before trying to
escape. Bowman said. If the
door is cool, the student should
open it slowly and check the
hall for smoke, according to
Bowman If the hall is only
slightly smoky then students
should craw) under the smoke
to their prescribed fire exits.
(Continued on Page 21)

The vending rebate, to
average about 20 percent of
total vending and laundry
sales per month, is being
refunded from food services to
help curb machine vandalism.
Damages to individual dorm
machines will be subtracted
from each dorm's rebate.
The 1977 fall rebate of
$7,623 is a result of a vending
sales percentage ($4,760) and
a laundry percentage ($3,447),
minus fall machine damages
totalling $584.
The rebate involves approximately two dollars per
dorm resident per semester.
Inter-Hall
Council
is
responsible for dividing the
refund among dorms.
Ross Carter, chairman of
the
rebate
committee,
recommended distributing the
refund based on a percentage
of revenue from each dorm.
"The percentage basis is
most equitable all the way
around,' according to Carter,
a Chandler resident.
Many
other
dorm
presidents also supported the
percentage plan, arguing it
would provide an incentive for
dorm residents to use their
own
machines,
lower
damages and therefore increase their revenues.
However, representatives
from smaller dorms and
dorms with few vending

machines, support a plan to
refund the revenue based on
population-a two dollar per
person distribution.
According to an Ashby
representative, the percentage method is "unfair to
those spending their money
elsewhere." Because Ashby
has few machines and these
are in poor condition, he said,
most
Ashby
residents
patronize machines in other
buildings.
Also, objections were
raised that Chandler, with its
snack center, would receive
disproportionate share of
revenue.
A third alternative, according to Carter, would
refund vending revenue to
smaller dorms on a population
basis and to the remaining
dorms by percentage.
The rebate committee is
now working on several
compromise solutions for the
council's consideration at the
next meeting.
In other business, Lin Rose,
director of residence halls,
asked for dorm presidents to
work on a revision of lifestyles
committee. The committee,
according to Rose, will consider the need for the present
seven
lifestyles,
the
overabundance of five-day
dorm spaces and the possible
need and location of a third
coed dorm.
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"Freedom of the press is one of the
great bulwarks of liberty, and can
never be restrained but by despotick
governments." — James Madison
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Of cats and world politics
HHiuHwiHim By Dwayne Yancey «••« IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
deciding that discretion is
shown
signs
of
freeMcGAHEYSVILLE-I have
indeed the better part of valor.
spiritedness, they are sumrecently witnessed unThe point to all this is that
marily
reprimanded.
In
countable acts of political
nature
is not always peaceful
political lexicon, the word for
oppression, public beatings of
and
serene.
this
type
of
regime,
I
believe,
dissidents, two invasions and
Political theorists through
is "oppressive."
Or
have been a victim of a
the
ages have been fascinated
"tyrannical."
terrorist attack.
by
the
idea of a "natural orEvenNova's
heir
apparent
All of this violence has
der"
to
the universe, an order
and lookalike, Ugly, is deathly
taken place near the otherapparently
disrupted only by
afraid
of
the
"boss
cat."
Slug,
wise peaceful community of
the
disorderliness
of man.
in turn, cowers from Ugly,
McGaheysville, ten miles east
Nature,
so
the
thinking
and so on down the line.
of Harrisonburg, and serves to
§oes, is harmonic. Since all
illustrate some rather farAS witn internal opposition,
ie universe is ordered in a
reaching philosophy which we
Nova likewise has little mercy
rational way, why should
will get to later.
for foreign adversaries. For
man, indubitably a part of
First of all, it is necessary
several evenings a huge torn
nature, conduct his affairs so
to understand that a central
cat, much larger than Nova,
unnaturally?
figure in these incidents is
lurked near the fence, with a
In response, philosophers
Nova, a splotched cat of
lustful heart and a hungry
have
constructed elaborate
unknown, and I suspect
stomach. One night, to fulfill
theories
and Utopias by which
disreputable, ancestry who
either or both of those desires,
man's
disorderliness
could be
rules the. Locustcrest Farm
he approached the house.
corrected
and
the
community
cat population, all of whom
Nova sallied forth and met
of man could be restored to
are of ner propagation, as a
the intruder in a bloodthe "natural order."
stern
and
imposing curdling battle behind the
For Stoics like Cicero and
matriarch.
bushes. All anxiously feared
Seneca the "natural order"
In political jargon, she is a
the outcome.
In the morning, the porch
was blood-stained where one
of the combatants had
'even the
retreated post haste, and
there sat Nova, untouched and
heir apparent
unabashed.
Fresh from the obviously
one-sided clash. Nova next
became involved in a conis deathly afraid
frontation between the
superpowers, i. e., when the
cattle got into the yard.
of the boss cat*
She has been known to
stand her ground and growl at
approaching bovines, but
when I dispatched the
was based on reason. Man's
aggressors in this encounter,
dictator, a provider of order in
highest good as ordained by
Nova also declared war and
the absence of law. Freedom
nature, said Seneca, is to live
chased after them,.
of speech and movement are
in accord with reason and
I have often wondered,
limited at her disgression and
Cicero claimed that" justice is
somewhat apprehensively, if
if the cats had a press it would
inherent in nature!"
the balance of power between
surely be banned. Elections
Centuries later saw the
the two superpowers were to
are, of course, unknown as are
fabled "Age of Reason" when
shift and it were the cattle
trials by jury, or trials of any
it was believed that if only
chasing me which side Nova
type, for that matter. Punishman would pursue reason,
ment is inflicted whenever would join.
then the ills of society would
In the final incident, a
Nova chooses, whether it
be cured and man would be
skunk
terrorist
comserves justice or not.
reconciled with the "natural
mandeered an unguarded
To paraphrase Goering, the
orderskillet on the front porch that
law and the will of Nova are
Thomas Jefferson referred
was serving as the cats' food
one.
to the "laws of nature" to
dish. While the cats looked on
Dissidence is promptly
justify the act of American
distantly with horror, the
stifled, usually with force and
independence and James
terrorist held me hostage, me
sometimes is repressed before
Madison noted "What a
being in the house and the
it can even occur.
perversion of the natural
skunk being dangerously close
Tom cats are, by nature,
order of things, to make
to the door, while he finished
aggressive, which is perhaps
power the primary and
their supper.
why the male cat population of
central object of the social
Although Nova has felled
Locustcrest Farm currently is
system and liberty but its
even poisonous snakes in
one, a harmless kitten. Since
satellite.''
combat, she made no
Nova seized power in a coup
As we have seen, though,
dramatic appearance this
several years ago, she has so
nature is not always disposed
time a la the Israelis at Enhumiliated in battle every torn
toward liberty Ask Uglv
tebbe or the West Germans a,t
cat on the farm that they have
Ask Slug. Ask Boots Ask
Mogadishu, being either
all been driven into exile.
(Continued on Page lit)
coinciden tally absent or
As soon as any cat has

By KENT BOOTY
■
I am a true-blue James Madison University basketball fan and
I am really mad. I'm mad as hell.
I am one of those luckless students who braved the bitter cold
Saturday evening and trotted off to see the dribbling Dukes take
on Virginia Commonwealth University-only to be turned away at
the door.
"It's full," the man at the door said. "We're only letting m
people with reserved tickets."
Well, I was crushed, I was really crushed. My girlfriend and I
had waited all week long to see this game. We're both just crazy
about basketball and we knew this would be a great game.
We were robbjed of a thrilling evening of Dukes basketball-and
that's like taking our gusto away.
I mean, this is Harrisonburg, and where else am I going to take
my girl on a Saturday night in this town? The Pub is too expensive, I don't want to see "Close Encounters" and keg parties
give me claustrophobia and a hangover.
I was left standing outside Godwin Hall in freezing weather
and now my girlfirend probably thinks I'm a nurd.
But what really burns me up. is how Lou's been complaining all
week long about the lack of spirit at JMU basketball games. He'd
been telling reporters from the Breeze about how quiet and wellbehaved our fans are.
Someone even implied that everybody should knock off a
couple of six-packs before gametime.
Well, here I was on Saturday all juiced-up and ready to scream
my lungs out for a Dukes victory. I mean, I would have cheered
when the JMU players were introduced, every time they scored a
basket or stole a pass and every time the other team missed a free
throw.
Hell. I would, have even cheered the Dukettes.
I was all set on Saturday to reach a new peak in fanhood. I had
been chugging Budweisers all afternoon and was starting to act
really obnoxious. Before the game, I had memorized the number
and position of every JMU player, the words to all the cheers and
even the Madison fight song. Believe me, I would have been a
more intimidating crowd factor than Duke.
But all my school spirit was in vain. The only thing I was left to
cheer about was when we got back to my friend's car and he
turned the heat on. At least the General Motors Corporation didn't
let me down that night.
My faith in the power of the student i.d. card has been badly
shaken. I had always thought that whenever the JMU student
flashed his i.d. card, doors would be opened. But then on Saturday
this bozo in Godwin just shakes his head and says, "Sorry, no
i.d.'s."
I felt like a midget who has just heard Randy Newman sing
"Short People." Now I realize that my i.d. card is simply a
worthless piece of paper and laminated plastic that has an
unrecognizable picture of myself.
And, what's more, it has less clout than a Rockingham County
library card or Book-of-the-Month membership card.
(Continued on Page 1»)
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Readers forum
Open fraternity parties:
student conduct appalling
To the editor :
For three years, I have
watched crowds come and go
from open fraternity parties.
I have finally reached the
point where I feel that I, in an
open-to-all manner, should
answer a question asked of me
very often: "Why don't
fraternities have more open
parties?"

we suffered pieces of our
bannister ripped out, fireplace
tiles destroyed and some cans
from our young and growing
beer can collection were
ruined*.
As if all this was not
enough, just consider the
clean-up! Sherman's army
probably left the South in a
more orderly manner, and

» you need a stainless steel cell
that never runs out of beer9
Usually, it is asked in a
manner that alludes to the
belief that frats owe an
obligation to the student body
to provide them with a social
outlet. I do not think we do.
First of all, consider the
overall trouble of setting up
for the party. We have to
remove any item that we
value from easy reach.
Composite pictures, trophies,
plaques and other items that
fraternities gather over a
period of time all fall prey to
mysterious leave.
A banquet license is
required for us to sell beer.
The Alcoholic Beverage
Control Board people enforce
the law, a law which limits us
in many ways. Basically, we
are forced to check i.d.'s at
the door. This is a big hassle
due to the large amount of
guys and girls who never
bother to bring an i.d.
We must end the sale of
beer at midnight and have to
limit the size of the crowd. It is
not easy to keep
people
standing in line at the door,
and even harder to keep
them from leaping past you at
the first possible moment.
Wc must keep the grounds
in an orderly manner, and I
quote from the law, "refuse to
serve drunks, users of narcotics,
homosexuals,
prostitutes, gamblers or
habitual law violators."
All but the last is what the
ABC man looks for when he
comes to the door, and if
anything is not just right, the
fraternity president is liable
and can be hauled off to jail.
Damage is also a problem.
This past Friday, in my house

Noah's Ark could not have
smelled worse on the 4lst day.
And we get to clean it all up!
In closing, I would like to

say that my impression of the
people I have had to deal with
in the past three years is this:
you have no concern for your
personal conduct, you have
little if any consideration for
your host, the fraternity, and
your lust for "just one more
beer" at midnight when the
taps go dry is only surpassed
by the sex drive of an
albatross that has been at sea
for seven years.
What you need is a huge,
indes true table stainless steel
cell that cleans itself and
never runs out of beer.
I would very much enjoy
showing you, the student
body, the kinds of parties that
I as a Greek know and enjoy.
But somehow, I do not think
that some of you are ready for
it.
R. Alan Peterson
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity

Alternate contracts
needed for D-hall
To the editor:
Does the average James
Madison University student
know that when he signs a
housing contract for $713, he is
alse signing a food contract
for an additional $309 per
semester? There is no choice
in the matter,(with the exception of when living in
Chandler or Showalter
apartments). In other words,
a dining hall contract is
mandatory for all on-campus
students.
This
mandatory
requirement seems to have no
justification. Why, with all the
excellent kitchen facilities
present in most dorms, are
students forced to purchase
dining hall contracts?
Surely the administration
doesn't think that this is a
good incentive to eat three
meals a day, because college
students are still going to eat
when and where they want toafter all, they are adults. It is
a rare case when a student
eats all 21 meals per week in
the dining hall.
And the student that does
skip meals is losing approximately one dollar per
meal, with no choice in the

Opponents
entitled
to courtesy

Students 'thoughtful, considerate'
To the editor:
Last March I took a nasty
shot on my knee which, after
months of aggravation,
culminated
with
some
corrective surgery over the
holidays.
Luckily, three weeks of my
recovery were going to be
spent at home and I knew that
Ma and my little sisters would
supply me with all the T.L.C.
I'd need.
Unfortunately.
I couldn't
bring them back to school with
me and I was concerned as to

matter.
This
seems
unfair.
Besides, not even the blandest, dullest person wants to
eat 336 meals in a row at on
place. However, if the student
does miss a meal, he is in
reality being penalized for it.
It seems obvious that dorm
students should have the
option of not purchasing a
food contract If the student
wants to pay a little more
money for meals, and dine in
a
more enjoyable
atmosphere, it should be an
open alternative.
Even further, varied meal
plans (for example 14 meals
per weeklshould be offered. It
is safe to say that a large
percentage of students do not
eat three meals a day,
nevertheless these meals are
paid for at d-hall.
With all the current
problems of overcrowding and
long food lines in the dining
hall, obviously a change needs
to be made. A practical, easily
implemented solution would
be the student's option of
having either no food contract at all, or one that offers
two meals a day instead of
three.
These solutions could ease
not only the dining hall
problems, but also the wallet
problems at tuition time. And,
with all the available life style
options open to JMU students,
it seemsi ironic that individual
eating preferences are not
honored also.
Laura Stewart
Kris Carlson

how I would survive here at
JMU and away from my home
environment.
As it turned out my worries
were totally unfounded. Not
only did I manage to "survive," but in the process, I
discovered that our university
is attended by some of the
most thoughtful and considerate people I have ever
known.
Getting around on crutches
is no picinc, especially in
thes Arctic conditions. Yet it
never failed that when I was in
need of something a student,

often a total stranger, would
ask if he or she could assist
me. This meant everything
from opening doors to getting
a tray of food for me at the dhall
For the more involved
activities, such as chauffering
and sympathy, my apartment
mates volunteered with very
little griping. However, I did
hear a giggle or two from
them when I found the screws
to my crutches removed.
Anyway, to all those that
lent me a hand, a foot or

whatever, I just want to say
thanks and let you all know
that it is appreciated. People
talk about apathy, but I
haven't found any here.
I would also like to reserve
a special thanks for Greg and
Sandy. Their support and
encouragement made life a lot
easier. But most of all, their
actions exemplified what true
friendship really is.
P.S. I'm still on crutches
for two more weeks, so don't
you guys get lazy.
Jack Dalby

To the editor:
Whatever happened to good
sportsmanship? And the
claim that participation in
sports fosters it?
I do understand the team's
wish for more support from
the fans, but as a supporter of
the JMU men's basketball
team, I object to the coach's
implication that I can't be
both a nice guy and a good fan.
I should not, I suppose,
continue to applaud good
plays by the opposition, show
concern for opposing players
who are injured, applaud their
stars when they leave the
game.
Instead I am coached by
the cheerleaders to "turn my
back when they introduce the
opposing team." Cheer the
Dukes but boo the opposition.
The attitude of the coach that
was expressed in The Breeze
upholding the conduct of the
fans who were good fans
because they were smashed is
appauling. If that is team
support, who needs it?
Like it or not, the opposing
team members are guests on
our campus, entitled to the
courtesy and respect that the
word implies. Two players
who got into a fight on the
floor at a recent game were
both removed from the gamepenalized for unsportsmanlike
conduct. How can we ask the
fans to live by one set of
standards when the team
must live by another?
Betty Finlayson
Dean of Student Orientation
and Academic Advising
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Mauldin: 'Hike to think
9
it's almost Twain himself
By DEAN C. HONEYCUTT Editor's note: The following are excerpts from
an interview with Michael Mauldin. who
portrayed Mark TwainMonday night in Wilson
Hall.
Mauldin on Mauldin
"I've been doing this act for about three
years, quite by accident. My agent asked me,
'Can you do Twain?' I'd never done a one man
show"or anything like that before, so he said,
'Give it some thought.' He gave me a few
months and in that time I did some studying on
Twain and his works. I read everything that he
had written to put the show together. It's
worked quite well. I've really been pleased
with it.
I earned my bachelor's degree in Theatre
Arts at Northwestern University. I teach
theatre at the University of Western Florida in
Pensacola.
I've done some teaching, you know, things
like that, but acting is my profession. I've done
a national tour of '1776,' 'Inherit the Wind,'
about the Anderson trial, you know, and I
directed a tour of 'Dr. Faustus.' I wcrked in a
couple of Shakespearean companies, just
general acting things. I never attempted
anything so specialized as the one man snow
before.
On this tour I lecuture mostly at universities, sometimes civic groups-whoever wants
to buy the show."
Mauldin on Mauldin's age
"Oh. an actor never, never tells his age."
Mauldin on Twain
"I've read everything he's written, which is
voluminous.
It took me three months
altogether. The show gives you just a fraction
of what he's done. He's a terribly prolific
writer and of course he was considered a
genius when he was living, but after he died
and all his works that he wouldn't allow to be
published were published-well, they're just
remarkable. Like 'Letters from the Earth.'
which comprise a great deal of the second part
of the show."
In the first act I pretty much bring out what
the audience expects: he's the down-home
humorist and he talks about simple things, and
life, and he's pretty easy-going. In Act Two I
want to bring out the Twain they don't expect,
because he was a very, very bitter old man
because of his losses in his family. It really
embittered him against the human race.
Most people don't know about the tragedies
in his life, about his losing his wife, whom he
loved dearly, very dearly. He lost her to
tuberculosis, as he lost two of his children, his
son and his daughter. That was the contributing factor toward his attitude. To me,

Twain was always looking for something to
believe in. He was always looking, fighting for
a cause, but he could never get over that sardonic, criticizing way he had.
One of his biggest causes was fighting
hypocrisy, especially religious hypocrisy. He
just couldn't stand that. He really admired a
devout person that he cdOtd-teally find was
true. And he didn't mind religion-he wasn't
against that-he was against unfaithful
religion, against falsehood in every form.
He was not a critic at heart, not from a
purely critical standpoint, because a critic
should be quite objective. But in everything of
Twain's he*s part of it, he includes himself in it.
He was certainly observant: I can put it that
way. But as for being purely critical, I
wouldn't think so. Analytical yes, but not
critical.
(The details of his personality) are in his
writings. I don't take his letters-everything I
take is from his published works. It (Twain's
personality) is really anything that anybody
can find out, but they don't usually go into that
much depth."
Mauldin on Twain's Appearance
There are numerous photographs (of
Twain). At the time of this lecture-I put it
around 1905, when he was 70 years old and had
5 more years to live-he was very famous/ He
capitalized on that and would go down Times
Square with his white suit on so people would
stop and say, 'Oh, you're Mark Twain, aren't
you?' He didn't mind it at all. He was rich and
famous and he enjoyed it."
Mauldin on Twain's Idiosyncracies
"He lets them out in his. writings. He
worked at being eccentric! In fact, in one of
the sections of the show I say, 'It's not always
easy to be eccentric' and he advises you to be
different.
The whole method of presentation of his
lecture is taken from reviews of his lectures
because at that time it was a highly formalized
society, and the way of lecturing was to stand
at the podium for two hours and lecture on
some subject which was usually boring. Twain
just wouldn't go into that at all.
He would ramble all over the stage and one
reviewer said 'he doesn't look as if he knows
where he's going and shouldn't be there in the
first place.' He was very informal
He wanted to relax the audience. He wasn't
pretentious-he was very much against all the
pretentions of his society. Poe was very much
against his society too, but Twain also had that
tremendous craving to be part of it. Their lives
were quite similar. They suffered tremendous
personal losses in their families. But Poe
always wanted to fight back at the world,
whereas Twain was fighting but he
(Continued on Page 20)

MICHAEL MAULDIN begins
the two-and-a-half hour
process of transforming
himself into Mark Twain
(sequence at left) before his
one-man performance
Monday night in Wilson Hall.
At top left on page five. Twain
eases himself into a chair to
begin his stories of his experiences in California. At top
right page five Twain exhales
smoke from one of his everpresent cigars.
"I smoke
Garcia y Vega Gallantes,"
says Mauldin. "I smoke three
a show. They're not famous,
they just last the
right
amount of time-two stories."
At bottom right page five.
Twain emphasizes a point by
gesticulting toward the sky.

PhftiM by Laumm Emmw
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Twain: crass irreverance
side ambience. One can sense
By DEAN C. HONEYCUTT
a glow to the man as he amSix dusty, beaten books
bles across the stage. It is as
were stacked carelessly on a
if
the most intelligent man on
table. It was a relic-a walnut
earth
has entered the foyer to
drop leaf, with a lonely chair
introduce
himself.
that matched its age if not its
Mauldin wore a white,
character. Thre was a cut
three-piece suit, keeping with
glass pitcher and a matching
tradition. He bought it Tor $10
tumbler, a philodendron,
from
the Salvation Army.
some empty pages and an
That sort of past would
ashtray.
humble anybody; even the
Michael Mauldin smoked
French
whom Twain could not
cigars, three that night, but
stand and said
so.
gave very little thought to
Twice.
Twain
was
not
where the ashes
went.
modest.
He was "born
Neither did Mark Twain, who
modest,
but
it wore off »
also smoked cigars, and gave
lots of thought to everything
At the same time, he was
except them. Mark Twain
not vain or pretentious,
must have been a careless
spewing
out
rapid-fire
man.
Michael Mauldin
wisecracks and beating the
matched that reputation
audience into submission with
perfectly as he delivered a
pointless jokes. Twain oblecture, the content and style
viously had something imof which were undeniably
portant to say. He was a black
Twain's.
humorist, keenly observant
and often offensive, as when
"I can give up smoking
he
nailed
American
whenever I want to," he said.
missionaries to the wall by
"I've done it a thousand
suggesting they "come back
times."
and
convert
these
For two hours on Monday
Christians!" •
night, the man with the cigar
spoke to a receptive audience
Twain
roasted
the
in the solemn darkness of
Presbyterians:
"There's
Wilson Hall. He wandered.
always somebody tryin' to
He rambled. He roared and
take all the pleasure out of
he
yammered,
joked,
your life and replace it with
questioned and answered. He
dreariness."
He pan-fried
even fell asleep once. But the
Christian
/rinciples:
comical man with the wild
"Nothin"
needs
reformin'
so
hair and the good-humored
much
as
someone
else's
disposition never laughed.
habits." And he cared little
Mauldin's one man show
for dogs: "Had a dog.. barked
was divided into two one-hour
steadily ...at nothin'...'til it
acts, the first consisting of
died."
lighter fare mellowed with
In one short story, Mauldin
cheerful optimism.
His
recalled Twain's venture into
delivery was bold. His words
journalism. He wanted the
smacked of crass irreverence.
ideal job. "I didn't want to
Twain was a story-teller.
work." he explained, "so I
Mauldin had an uncanny
became a newspaperman."
ability to inject life into the
He became a foreign
author's words, transforming
correspondent and was
Twain's outrageous tales into
assigned coverage of the
a bizarre lecture with a fireSandwich Islands, where he

played with Polynesian girls
until he was fired. Perhaps it
was this which embittered
Twain toward journalists and
motivated him to paint an
awful portrait of them in a
dialogue called "Encounter
with an Interviewer." Twain
seemed to think they were
incompetent liars.
In the second act Mauldin
became more serious, almost
mysterious, and the sudden
sincerity in his crazy voice
shocked the audience, into
silence.
Mark Twain the
eccentric, the unintimidated,
the genius wit-slouching in
his chair and exhaling
heaviness into the air? Mark
Twain, the riotous zoo of
anecdotes-lost to a pensive
mood, lost to lament? Absolutely
positively
improbable, but true.
Mauldin's narrative from
"Life on the Mississippi"
seemed eerie as delivered
from a misty sea of deep blue
light. He leaned on his cane,
body bent forward by some
terrible weight.
Excerpts
from Twain's "Letters from
the Earth" were recited in
near darkness.
He was
practically in the midst of
despair when' he began
fighting the mood with irony
after invincible irony until it
was defeated.
Twain chooses to dilute
despair with acceptance, to
drown it in humor. He defies
it contemptuously, and still it
was with feigned resignation
that he killed the melancholy.
"Somethimes I wonder if God
invented man because he was
disappointed in the monkey."
Not one to place himself
above the rest, Twain
reassured us of his common
bond with humanity. "The
whole human race is a pack of
fools, and I'm carrying the
nag for it."

<
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WILLIE NININGER. treating the audience like members of his
own family,' performed at the Coffee House last Tuesday.
Photo by o«vid i*ra«i

Nininger a unique talent
By CUTCH ARMSTRONG
Without a doubt, folk
singer Willie Nininger is one
of the most unique talents to
visit this campus in quite a
while.
He set the show's tone early
in his UPB Coffee House
appearance last Tuesday
night when he said "it's really
nice to be here tonight...
wherever I am..."
Beginning with "City of
New Orleans" and climaxing
with Bruce Springsteen's
"For You," Nininger proved
to be a spicy yet smooth
singer. His vocal twang w?s
captivating to say the least.
Mixing ' his own compositions with those of John
Prine, Woody Guthrie, Bob
Dylan and Jimmy Buffett
proved to be a winning
combination for the New York
native.
After revealing that he was
going to play the "live"
versions of his songs, he sang
about
Groucho
Marx,
soliciting Jehovah's Witnesses, an Irish wake and
about his "favorite things"-a
song he dutifully dedicated to

Julie Andrews- .
The compositions were
sometimes
light
and
sometimes
downcast in
theme.
But all were interesting and reflected a
different phase of his personality.
Among the best tunes that
the Coffee House crowd heard
were his own "Country
Dough," "Freshmen" and
"Proud to be a Moose," which
he sold to the Captain
Kangaroo show.
Nininger treated the
audience like members of his
own family,
and
they
responded
with
uncompromised laughter and
enthusiasm. So much so, that
at times it seemed unbelievable.
The show was virtually
flawless. There were a few
distractions however, but
those were technical.
A truer feeling of intimacy
would have been achieved by
reducing the amount of light
on him. Likewise, he might
have been better off with a
stool or chair onstage. His
solitary stance with only a
guitar and two microphones

present
seemed
inappropriate.
Aside from thses minor
technical problems, Nininger
was every bit the "lovable
loony guy" that one woman
refered to him as.
While his playing and
singing are exceptional, Willie
Nininger's forte is his
audience rapport. His flair
and warmth formulate his
personal and humorous style.
It seems certain that he will
not succumb to exotic
techniques of showmanship.
Others can do as they wish
but, as Nininger says in a
song, "I'll be a folksinger the
rest of my life."

Derringer fails to dispel image
By DWAYNE YANCEY
Rick Derringer, the effervescent and talented
former sidekick to Johnny and
Edgar Winter, has been
plagued throughout his solo
career by an image of being a
capable
guitarist
and
showman but one unable to
lead his own band.
His fifth solo album, a live

Book review:

9

Bova's latest 'a throwaway
By JIM DAW80N
"The Multiple Man" by Ben Bova
BaUantine Books. 216 pp. $1.75
Ben Bova's "The Multiple Man" is a
pleasant-enough suspense novel, but one
which deserves neither the heavy promotion it,
is receiving nor the "Science-fiction" label
tacked onto its cover.
Unfortunately, the book is by no means
representative of the author's work-not
because it does not succeed on its own level,
but because suspense novels are not the genre
usually associated with Bova.
The author has done some exceptional
science-fiction work, and is currently editor of
Analog Magazine, one of the most respected
publications in the field.
Although the elements of suspense were
obviously used in several of Bova's other
writings, including those which were honest
science fiction, the new book works on the
shallower level of headlong action for its own
sake.
Essentially, the plot concerns a presidential
press secretary's lone-gun investigation of a
scheme involving exact
doubles of the
President of the United States.
The only visible science fiction devices to be

A FOLKSINGER with a 'captivating twang.
the show is virtually flawless.'
Phol0 Dy D«v.d I«NM

found are the book's near-future time setting
and the method used to produce the
President's doubles.
The time setting is not essential to the story,
and any fifth grader could figure out how the
molecularly precise doubles are made; actually, "The Multiple Man" has more in
common with an ABC "Novel for Television".
than a science fiction novel.
"The Multiple Man," in fact, reads like an
uncomplicated diversion Bova knocked out
during a break between books and, as such,
must be taken with a grain of salt .
It is true that the book maintains its fast
pace and high-energy level at the sacrifice of
any aspects which would make the book worth
intellectual consideration.
Nevertheless, it could be argued that the
book is at least free from any overpretensions,
and does not aspire to anything beyond its
scope of simple entertainment.
"The Multiple Man" may succeed as a
thriller in that it retains a primary interest
from beginning to end without any dry stretches. Yet it is also, finally, a throwaway book
requiring minimal reader involvement. Bova's
latest is o.k. as an unassuming distraction, but
leave your brain at home.

LP entitled simply "Live,"
demonstrates that Derringer
can indeed take centerstage
alone.
Yet, judging from
album sales thus far, it has not
dispelled the unfortunate
image.
Derringer first gained
national fame in the 1960s with
the McCoys, whose greatest
hitwas"HangOnSloopy." As
the McCoys' fortunes fell, they
became Johnny Winter's
band. Winter, at the time, was
just making the transition
from blues to rock.
Derringer immediately
established himself as not
only a guitarist of some
renown but also as a
songwriter and producer. His
"Rock and Roll, Hoochie Ron"
and "Still Alive and Weil"
became two of Winter's
staples and Derringer served
as producer on four of Winter's albums.
When Winter first stopped
touring,
Derringer joined
Edgar Winter's White Trash
as guitarist and producer.
Later he became a co-partner
in the Edgar Winter Group ,
which resulted in such albums
as " Shock Treatment" and
"They Only Come Out At
Night."
While working closely with
the two Winters, Derringer
also lent his talents to albums
by Steely Dan, Todd Rundgren, Alice Cooper, Bette
Midler, Richie Havens and
others.
Despite such an impressive
resume, the general public
has never seemed to take
Derringer's sojo t career
seriously.

He has always been seen on
stage, as something of a jester
with his see-through costumes
and Chuck Be#ry-style guitar
walk.
Behind this facade of a
sweet evil pixy, Derringer
has quietly commanded the
respect of his peers in the
music industry who have
admired his many talents.
Although sometimes given
billing along with the Winters,
few have realized the
creative role he has played in
their music. It is significant
to note that without him
neither of the respective
Winter's brothers careers has
been nearly so illustrious as
before.
Although being one of the
most able producers in the
record business, Derringer's
natural environment is before
an audience. "Live" gives
him and his band-Derringera chance to showcase classics
and newer material before
what is almost a hometown
crowd in Youngstown, Ohio.
"Still Alive and Well" and
"Rock and Roll, Hoochie Roo"
are given powerful renditions,
as are two favorite numbers
from his first solo album"Teenaee Love Affair" and
"Uncomplicated.'
While with the Edgar
Winter Group, Derringer's
brief spot with these songs
often
outshow
even
"Frankenstein,"
the
climax of Winter's road show
Unfortunately the more
recent
material
that
Derringer includes does not
(Continued on Page II.), ,
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Campus Comments
By FRANK CONNOLLY
Have you ever been to the
infirmary? If so, did you find
the services there adequate?

Carol Reece (Senior): Yes, I
think the people who work at
the infirmary do a good job. It
seems to be popular to
complain about the infirmary,
but the infirmary does what it
was intended for. It enables
those
with
contagious
ailments to get away from the
student body. .

Nancy Schoettinger: I am
very pleased with the services
provided at the infirmary. I
had a cold and they gave me
something for it.
Scott I.oiidtin <Junior): I think
the services there are fair.
They
give
the
same
medication for everything,
especiaily mouthwashes.
DONNA CALVIN
Oonna Galvin (Senior): Yes.I
found the services there
adequate. They allowed me to
stay overnight when I had a
bad cold and they provided
medication for my cold.

SCOTT LONDUN

j
I
I
»

Suzie Greer (Junior); Yes, I
think the services there are
adequate. They provided
medication for my sinuses and
the nurses are nice and know
their job.

ELIZABETH, formerly of Hair Power,
is still cutting hair in Harrisonburg.
Same phone number different
location. Call to find out where.
433 5533

MaureenQoedtel: Yes, I think
the services at the infirmary
are adequate. The infirmary
is very convenient for me on
campus. The nurses, though,
are too cold and impersonal.

Patrick
McNallv
(sophomore): I think overall
the services at the infirmary
are good. The nurses wl t
work on the weekends do not
seem too ^concerned about
their patients. I had a sore
throat and it took a nurse a
long time to get to me.

Bill Nichols (Sophomore):
Yes I think the services at the
infirmary are very adequate.
I had a concussion and they
watched me to be sure my
condition did not worsen,
since I was in a coma.
Kathy Whitney (Junior):
They seem to give out a lot of
pills and the pills are mainly
placebos. I think the nurses
are too impersonal.

Joy Pape: No, I do not think
the services there are
adequate. They give the same
prescription for all ailments
and they don't take time to
determine the cause of the
ailment.

KATHY BUNCH
Kathy Bunch (Sophomore):
No, I found the services there
inadequate. They give the
same
medication
for
everything and they always
make you wait.

Mark Namuth: I think the
nurses are nice, but the doctor
did not seem to be doing his
job. I had a sore throat and the
doctor determined that it was
either
tonsilitis,
mononucleosis, or strep
throat. His diagnosis bothered
me because he did not use a
throat culture on me.

Ted Warren : Yes. I found the
services at the infirmary
adequate. I had a sore throat
and the medication they gave
me helped to clear it up. I
think that a lot of people find
fault with the infirmary, but
not me.

|
|
I
•
•

Wfe'vegot
what you want.

KATHY WHITNEY

Rick Bryant (Sophomore):
No, I do not think the services
at the infirmary are adequate.
I had to wait one anda half
hours for the doctor.

New York Style

PIZZA
50* OFF Any Pizza Pie
with coupon

SchlitzBeer Now on Tap
Sun.-Thurs. 11 AMI 2 midnight
Fri.-Sat.
11AAA-1AM
778 E. Market
Fast Carry Out
(offer good thru FeD. Only)

PEOPLE AS PARTNERS

A Touch of Elegance
Her choice of rubies or sapphires
combined with diamonds in an elegant
pendant or matching earrings. Make
this Valentine's Day extra-special.
Pendant $59.95 Earrings $105

a mini course for couples...

(Not all items may be available in ail stores
but can be custom-ordered tor you at no additional charge )

We invite you to use our charge plan,
major credit cards or layaway.

Student Charge
Accounts Welcome

is again being offered this semester
by Dr. Richard Wcttstone and Ms. Pam Elizabeth, staff members at
the Counseling and Student Development Center. The non- credit
course is designed for couples who would like to learn more about
their relationship and i.nprqve communication, so that they can
better deal with potential conflicts.

W2W

28 South Main
Downtown
Harrisonburg

The course is limited to four couples on a first-comefirst-serve basis. If interested you can sign up in the Warren
Campus Center
•*-~~~

ox

contact Dr. Richard Wettstone by February 7."

Announcements
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Valentines drive
Catholic Campus Ministry
is sponsoring a Valentines
Drive to support a needy
child Money will be collected
in the P.O. Lobby Feb. 10, 13,
and 14. Checks payable to
CCM may be sent to Box 4265
Feb. 6-17. Any amount will be
appreciated. A Valentine will
be sent to the person of your
choice expressing your
donation

Youth program
The SGA has started a
program
where
underpriviledged youth in the
area can receive free admission to campus activities.
Students participating in
youth-related organizations
are eligible to participate in
the program.
For information, contact Mike
DeWitt at Box M-41 or call
6376. Please inquire about the
program 24 hours in advance
of the campus activity which
you plan to attend.

Kappa Delta Pi
Any student with a 3.0
cumulative average who has
taken, or is presently taking,
12 hours of education courses
(including PSYC 233-234,
Health 370, etc. > is eligible to
become a member of JMU's
Honor Society in Education,
Kappa Delta Pi.
A meeting for prospective
members will be held Feb.9 at
6
p.m.
in
Blackwell
Auditorium, If you are interested in membership, but
cannot attend the meeting,
please notify Judy Stowe, Box
33%.

Job seminar

Planetarium shows

A job search seminar for
seniors. "Organizing a Job
Campaign." will be held Feb.
7 at 6 p.m. in room A of the
campus center. Come by the
Placement Office to sign up

"The Cosmic Frontier." a
planetarium show, will be
shown in the Miller Hall
Planetarium Feb. 2 and 9 at 7
and 8 p.m. On Feb. 16 and 23
"Leo from Dusk to Dawn" will
be shown at 7 and 8 p.m.

Disco dance

Geology seminar

Alpha Sigma Tau will
sponsor a disco dance
featuring "Time Machine"
Feb. 3 from 8-12 p.m. in the
campus center ballroom.
Admission will be $.75.

Dr. William Roberts, head
of the geology department,
will present a slide show
entitled "Careers for Women
in Geology" at 4 p.m. Feb. 6 in
Miller 224.

Writing lab

8100 scholarship
The Mortar Board Honor
Society is giving a
$100
scholarship to a graduating
senior who will be attending
graduate school this fall
Applications may be picked
up at the financial aid office
and must'be turned in by
Marqh 3.

Basketball seats
A capacity crowd is expected for the Old Dominion
basketball games scheduled
for Godwin Hall Feb. 8. The
Duchesses will play at 5:45
p.m. and the Dukes at 8 p.m.
JMU students will be admitted with a current valid
id. card on a first-come,
first-serve ba~is. Ticket gates
will open at 5 r.m.
Seating
i
capacity,
safety regulations and presale of tickets will determine
the maximum number of
students admitted to the
game.
The Dukes game will be
televised locally by WVPTTV. Channel 7.

Students concerned about
any aspect of college-level
writing may come to the
Writing Lab for individualized
help. The lab is available to
all students and is located in
Sheldon 112. Lab hours are 1-5
p.m.,
Monday
through
Thursday.
For additional
information,
call
Mrs.
Hoskins at 6401 or just stop by.

Play auditions
Auditions will be held for
the JMU Theatre production
of Milan Stitt's "The> Runner
Stumbles" Feb. 4 from 1-4
p.m in Moody Hall's Blackwell Auditorium. The play
will be held in the JMU Experimental Theatre April 6-8.

Lenten retreat
Catholic Campus Ministry
is sponsoring a LentenRetreat
from Feb. 10-12. The cost is
$7 The retreat is open to all
students.
For more information or an application,
contact Karen at P.O. Bex
3125.

Band bookings
The
Harrisonburg
Department of Parks and
Recreation wants to book
cmatuerand semi-professional
blue grass and rock bands.
Call Rich Intram at 433-91688.

Physics seminar'
Professor T.G. Williamson
of the Department of Nuclear
Engineering
and
Engineering Physics at the
University of Virginia will
present a seminar Feb. 6 at 4
p.m. in Miller 109.
The
seminar topic will be "Radioisotopes
in
Tobacco
Research."

Psi Chi interviews
Psi Chi, the national honor
society for psychology majors
and minors, will hold interviews for prospective
members Feb. 7 at 7 p.m. in
room C of the campus center.
Anyone having an overall
GPA of 3.00 and a psychology
GPA of 3.25 is encouraged to
attend. Transcripts are
required and should be obtained from the records office
prior to the interview. Psi Chi
members are encouraged to
participate.

Singing telegrams
During February, the
Harrisonburg Department of
Parks and Recreation will
offer
"The
Singing
Telegram." For$l you will be
able to send a singing
telegram to the person of your
choice within city limits. Call
433-9168. Proceeds will go to a
public service organization.

CARLER PLANNING
AND
PLACEMENT
OFFICE INTERVIEWS
FOR
FEBRUARY
1978
Feb.
3--King's
Dominion-auditions for
live shows only.
Chandler Shenandoah
Room. 1-4 p.m., no signups.
Feb. 6--Camp Thunderbird.
S.C-summer employment
Feb. 10-Rose's Stores,
Inc.
Busch Gardens, The Old
Country
Feb. 15--Peoples Life
Insurance Co.
Burroughs Corporation
Feb.
20- Camp
Highroad. Middleburgsummer employment
Feb. 21-Aetna Life and
Casualty Ins.
Feb.
22-King's
Dominion-summer
employment

Ash Wednesday
There will be an Ash
Wednesday Mass on Feb. 8 at
7 p.m in Godwin in rooms 342.
343. and 344.

Macon County Line
It was the Fall off "54

JAZZ

a time when laughing was easy. And laugh they did,
until they crossed the...
THE EFFECT UPON

THE AUDIENCE ISDEVASTATING

<ro

-*?2

gukvCN

COUNTYi
LINE
KT
^Jv

ALAN VINT
MAX BAER
CHERYL WATERS

WILSON HALL

•-3S-

Sat. Feb. 4
730 & 10:00 pm
After Basketball Game

Fri. Feb. \7 8PM
JMU/ID
leserv..;. Tickets $3.00
Public Reserved Tickets $ft.00
Locations: UPB Eox Office,
The Muse, Mason's, Blue Mt
r
ecords
""irkets on sale Feb.l 1JAM-UPM
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News
briefs
USFMS re-entry easier
■■

(CPS)-Each year, hundreds of American students
who have been rejected in the intense competition for
admission to American medical schools go overseas for
their medical education. Eventually, most US foreign
medical students (USFMS) want to transfer back to
American schools. Re-entry is difficult, though, as few
foreign schools are considered to be par to American
schools and a powerful medical establishment severely
restricts transfer admissions.
Now it appears that re-entry for many third year
students will be facilitated-by the federal governemnt.
A recently amended bill require? medical schools
receiving federal enrollment based 'capitation grants' to
increase third year enrollment next year by five percent-using USFMS transfer students. Refusal by
schools to comply means forfeit of federal funds.

May 3 called Sun Day
(CPS) -"Here comes the sun, and I say it's alright."
May 3 has been christened Sun Day, a celebration of
everyman's ideal energy source. As the sun transfers
power to all it touches, so leaders of Sun Day will
strengthen enthusiasm for solar power and unite various
groups with that common goal to create a viable
political force.
"Solar energy is technically feasible and
economically sound right now," declares Denis Hayes,
Sun Day's chairman and author of "Rays of Hope- The
Transition to a Post Petroleum World." "To begin the
transition to a solar age, we need only an educated
market and an organized political constituency. Sun Day
will help to provide both," concluded Hayes, a senior
researchei for Worldwatch Institute.
"We are talking about making the people aware of a
solution, not a problem," said Mayor Thomas Bradley of
Los Angeles, member of Sun Day's Board. Bradley
urged all public officials to join him in supporting Sun
Day

Fewer men in college
<CPS)"The old adage that women go to college to
"find a husband" can be officially laid to rest. Fewer
men are found to be going to college.
Census Bureau statistics show less men are enrolling
in college while women's enrollment is increasing.
The bureau's report suggests that fewer men are
elegible for GI benefits or they no longer need Vietnam
War draft deferments.
The report also speculated that young men now
consider college less important. Because of
the
depressed economy of the last few years, more people
turned to trade schools rather than seek a dead-end
college degree. An inflationary economy helped close
avenues to higher education.
Statistics on women in college does not attest to these
theories at first. Larry Suter of the Census Bureau said
women have exceeded male enrollment for three years
but any gains made by women were caused mainly by
declining male enrollment.

Deposits called for
<CPS)--The Environmental Action Foundation, a
Washington. D.C.-based organization, began its national
campaign to demonstrate support for deposit legislation
Jan. 6.
Thousands of empty, non-returnable cans flooded the
White House as part of the "Containers to Carter"
campaign, aneffort to convince President Carter to
support legislation to reduce the use of non-returnable
beverage bottles and cans. Labels are being attached to
non-returnable cans by citizens across the country and
mailed to Carter
The foundation reports that consumers, conservationists, farmers and environmentalists strongly
support legislation placing a mandatory five-cent
deposit on non-returnable bottles and cans because of
the large energy savings, lower consumer costs and
reduced litter that would result from such a law.
Legislation to enact a national deposit system is
pending in both the House and Senate; the Senate
Commerce Committee will hold hearings on the bill this
weekend
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L. Wainwright to perform
as part of Fine Arts Week
By KENT BOOTY
Folksinger Loudon
Wainwright HI will perform in
Wilson Hall March 22 as part
of this year's Fine Arts Week,
according to the chairman of
the University Program
Board special events committee.
Wainwright's performance
is being co-sponsored by the
UPB special events committee and the fine arts
committee, said Karen
Marcus, special events
committee chairman. Admission will probably be free
with a student ID, she said.
A musical revue entitled
"Black Magic" will be performed by the National
Theatre Company Feb. 24 at 8
?.m. in Wilson, said Marcus,
he revue, which will feature
songs from the 1950s to the
1970s, will portray "how black

and white music has blended," she added.
Professional photographer
Stan Waterman will present a
show Feb. 27 in Wilson at 8
p.m., said Marcus. Waterman
was the photographer for the
movie "The Deep" and will
describe his photographic
techniques for that film, she
said.
Fred Storaska will give a
lecture on rape prevention
and protection March 27 at 8
&m. in Wilson, according to
arcus. Storaska, who spoke
here in 1975 and 1976, will
explain "how to say no to a
rapist and live."
"The Spring Fever Carnival
has
been
tentatively
scheduled for April 22, Marcus
said. All of this year's activities will take place adjacent to Godwin Hall, said
Hummer Davis, chairman of

the UPB Executive Council.
A free UPB-sponsored
raffle will be held Feb. 20-24 in
the lower level of the campus
center, Davis said. The UPB
will give away a stuffed
dinosaur, a hairdryer and
"Wall Ball," a table game
similar to ping pong, she said.
The Bogart Film Festival
has been rescheduled from
Feb. 15 to Feb. 11 due to the
Elvin Bishop-J. Geils concert
which has been scheduled for
Feb. 15, according to Dave
Imre, chairman of the movie
committee.
The late showing of
"Macon County Line" on Feb.
4 has been changed from 9:30
p.m. to "whenever the
basketball game gets out,"
Imre said. This is to accomodate students who wish
to attend the film after that
night's basketball game, he

Bud trivia contest offers free trip
Who is Robert Zimmerman?
George Duke
played keyboard for what
rock group?
Persons knowing the answers to these and 22 similar
questions are eligible to win a
trip to Hollywood or 1,164
other prizes in the Budweiser
Rock & Roll Trivia Contest.
Entry-quiz forms will now
begin appearing on college
bulletin boards, in campus
drinking spots,
college
newspapers and Rolling Stone
magazine, according to Al
Carosi of Anheuser-Busch,
Inc.
Carosi said the trivia
contest is one portion of a
concerted effort by Budweiser
to associate itself with the
lifestyles of young adults.
"Obviously, beer and rock
music are an integral facet of
such lifestyles."
To be eligible to win, entrants must answer all 24
questions correctly.
All

winners will be selected from
a random drawing.
Grand prize is a trip for two
to Hollywood, including
round-trip air fare, 24-hour
limousine service, a 120 second record spree at Tower
Records, a complete Sansui
stereo system, rock concert
tickets and $300 cash.
Four first-prize winners
will receive all CBS record
albums released during a oneyear period plus a Sansui
stereo system.
There will be 10 secondprize winners; each will
receive their choice of 25 CBS
record albums.
Some 150 third-prize
winners will receive the CBS
record album of their choice,
the rock group "Journey's"
latest release, "Infinity," and
a Budweiser-Journey T-shirt.
Budweiser T-shirts will go
to 1,000 runners-up.
"Those unable to locate
official entry forms on

campus or from advertising
may obtain them by mail,"
Carosi said. To receive an
entry form, send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope
no later than March 6 to.
Budweiser Rock Music Trivia,
P.O. Box 6226, Blair,
Nebraska 68009.
All entries must be
returned to P.O. Box 9017,
Blair, Nebraska 68009 by
March 31.
The Budweiser Rock & Roll
Trivia Contest is open to
residents of the U.S. who are
of legal drinking age in their
states, except in a few states
where such contests are
prohibited by law.
The contest is being
sponsored by Budweiser in
conjunction
with
CBS
Records, with prizes provided
by Budweiser, CBS Records
and Sansui Electronics. It
was developed by Campus
Promotions of New York,
N.Y.
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Witches make predictions

THE RECENT SNOWFALLS blanketed the
campus and allowed James Madison

University to truly become a "Winter Wonderland."
Photo by Mark Thompson

(CPS)-"Fidel Castro Rejects Razor Blade Commercial."
"New York in the Dark again in '78."
"Andrew Young Resign and Jimmy Proposes Brother
Billy for Top Diplomacy Plum."
These could be the major headlines of 1978 according
to the Witches of America.
The New York Center for the Strange released results
of a nationwide survey of 280 American witches. The
Center polls witches appropriately before Halloween
every year.
Last year, the satanic sleuths predicted Carter's
victory, the Koreagate scandal and the New York
blackout.
"The popular image of witches as wicked, gnarled
hags astride brooms is a terrible injustice to the 17
million men and women througout the world who look
upon witchcraft as a serious religious pursuit," said
Robert Carson of the New York center.
Carson claimed that the country's witch population
includes a U.S. Senator, the governor of a western state,
a well-known feminist, a prominent television sportscaster and the publisher of a leading men's magazine.
He would not name names.
This year's predictions say that
-Kissinger will announce his candidacy for U.S.
Senate:
-Coffee will be plentiful, prices will drop;
-medical research will announce a breakthrough in
the study of baldness, tennis elbow and prickly heat and
-Koreagate mystery man Tongson Park will return
to the United States to testify.

Fraternities plan service projects
By KENT BOOTY
A variety of community
service projects are being
conducted by James Madison
University's fraternities this
semester, I
Alpha Chi Rho fraternity
will help with the Harriaonburg Red Cross blood drive
Feb. 11 at the Auto Auction,
according to AXP President
Danny Dunn. Fraternity
brothers will continue to
Erticipate in the Harrisonrg Big Brothers program,
Dunn said. Money raised from
last year's light bulb sale will
go to the United Way, he
added.
Kappa Sigma fraternity
will conduct a basketball

"Shoot-out" at two future
basketball games "to build up
spirit,"
according
to
President Mike Miller. Fans
will drop their name in a box
upon entering and "three or
four" will be called at halftime to shoot for a prize,
Miller said.
Pi Kappa Phi fraternity
will conduct a blood drive fit
conjunction with Rockingha m
Memorial Hospital, said
President Bill Rector. The
fraternity win also conduct a
joint project with Circle K, be
said, although they do not
know yet what the project wUl
be.
Money
from
last
semester's tuition raffle wiU

Physics profs present papers
Three members of the
physics department presented
papers at the 19th annual
meeting of the Plasma
Physics Division of the
American Physical Society
held recently in Atlanta.
Dr. K. N. Leung. Dr.
William Ingham, aha Dr.
Robert Kribel presented the
following papers:
"The
Multidipole Source." "Sim-

plified Theory of an Ion
Source." and "High Voltage
Scaling of Microsecond-Pulse
Magnetic Insulation and
Intense
Ion
Beam
Generation."
Also contributing to the
papers were Dr. Gerald
Taylor and Thomas Gallaher,
faculty
members,
and
students Robbert CoUier and
Llewellyn B. Marshall.

go to the construction of
schools in North Carolina and
Maryland for severely handicapped children, Rector
added.
Sigma Nu fraternity will
work with the Salvation Army
Youth Club during February,
March and April, according to
President Doug Drewyer. The
fraternity will also hold a
"Thooze" party or disco
dance to raise money for the
Harrisonburg Heart Fund,
he said.
Sigma
Phi
Epsilon
fraternity will be punting
trees at the Asbury Methodist
Church this spring, said
President Alan Peterson.
Tau
Kappa
Epsilon
fraternity will hold a canned
food drive for the Salvation
Army at the end of February,
according to service chairman Robin Bryan. TKE will
also sponsor an easter egg
hunt tor underprivileged
children after spring break
he said. The fraternity continues to send $15 a month to a
5-year old boy in Ecuador.
Theta Chi fraternity will
host an open party Feb. 10 to
raise
money for
the
Harrisonburg Heart Fund,
said President Bill Maltby.
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Profe§8or conducts workshop
Dr.
Wayne
Engel.
professor of psychology.
recently conducted a two-day
workshop
for
clinical
psychologists at the New York
State
Psychological
Association in Rochester,
N.Y.
The skill development

objective ol the presentation
was improving clinical
decision making in diagnosis
and psychotherapy.
Engel
also recently
returned from conducting a
Scandanavian study seminar
under a teaching grant from
the International Commission
on School Psychology.

Professor publishes article
An article written by Dr.
William O'Meara, associate
Erofessor of philosophy, has
een accepted for publication
by the "Philosophy Research
Archives."
O'Meara's article, which is
entitled "The Social Nature of

Self, Action and Morality in
the Philosophy of George
Herbert Mead," will be listed
in the pages devoted to the
"Philosophy Research Archives" in the next issue of
"The Philosopher's Index."
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UC regents file suit against state
(CPS)--University of
California Regents decided
recently to file suit against the
state Fair Political Practices
Commission rather than
submit detailed statements of
their financial interests,
reports the "Daily Californian."
The regents presented a
financial disclosure policy
proposal to the commission
earlier this year. But the
commission rejected the
regents' proposal to disclose
less
specific
financial
statements and asked for a
public report of all board
members' investments, real
estate holding, and sources of
income
Regent DeWitt Higgs,
expressing the sentiments of
most of the regents and of
university president David
Saxon, said "There are
statutes on the books to punish
any regents who take advantage of their office to do
something which is a conflict
of interest. We serve without
pay. I don't feel I should have
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Looking for a 1*0': $ *
different way
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to spend your
- n V
summer? Why not help us out
at Busch Gardans-we need
ride operators, food service
hosts and hostesses, merchandise clerks, and other peopleoriented guys and gals.

Top 40 & Disco
jyed. -Sat. til 2 a
29-33 S.Libert

You'll work in an Old Country
atmosphere in America's only
European Entertainment Park.
While you're helping to make
our excitement happen, you'll
be turning a fair wage and
meeting & greeting park guests
from around the country.

to make my assets public
knowledge."
But
Regent
Stanley
Sneinbaum said the university
regents, in a "quasigovernmental position" as
moral leaders, should be "in
Shakespeare's words
'cleaner than Caesar's wife.' "
Saxon disagreed, saying
that the financial disclosure
rule would make regents
"guilty by association.
It
makes every regent, just

because of business interests,
suspect."
The regents are suing, they
said, because the commission's policy requires
them to disclosure confidential attorney-client
associations of lawyers on the
board.
The commission will make
a final ruling on the disclosure
issue early next month in
Sacramento.

Derringer unchanged
(Continued from Page 8)
match these older songs.
The
four
remaining
selections range from poor
"Sailor," incidentally the only
track on the album which
Derringer did not write-to an
interesting piece which might
grow better with age-"Sittin'
By the Pool."
The others hover around a
non-descript median.
Derringer's playing is as
crisp and clean as ever. He is
the focal point of the band and
so naturally his guitar work,
stunning as always, is
featured throughout the
album. At times, preserving
Derringer's guitar work on
vinyl seems to be the only
purpose of the album.
The principal fault with
"Live" is that Derringer often
strikes out on wild, directionless excursions leaving
the other musicians far
behind.
This is most glaring on
"Beyond the Universe,"

strange piece u> begin wiui
which Derringer accentuates
by the liberal use of feedback
and distortion, and an extended version of "Rock and
Roll, Hoochie Koo."
He provides a surprise
during the long, oft bmes
monotonous, solo on the latter,
suddenly breaking into a
brief, but exciting, rendering
of the Kinks' "You Really Got
Me."
With Johnny Winter's
return to the blues and Edgar
Winter^ re-establishment of
White Trash, Derringer is the
only member of the troika who
remains in mainstream rock
and roll.
Although he no longer gets
the attention that he did when
playing with either of the
Winters, Derringer continues
to create the same vitalic
music.
Those who remember
Derringer from those days
should take note of his career.
Nothing's changed except the
sidekicks.

Midway Arco-Grocery
Beer
Snacks
Soft Drinks
INext to Campus on Main St.
• Special prices on Warm Beer*

Come see what the Old Country
has for you this summer. We'll
be on campus at

We're looking forward to seeing you this summer!

Jolly Time Popcorn 3/S1.00
white or yellow 1 lb. bag
Budweiser 6 pack/12oz. 1.59
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Hod Price Safe

GiMzHeraKiss
And then give this one resembling a foil
wrapped "chocolate kiss". It really doesn't
matter in which order you present them,
she'll be delighted either way Ours is in
stewing silver on a matching chain
$17.95

FOAIUU*

Sweated
Slunk

We also have smaller kisses
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$7 95

\0ner
jEwam

DM*
16 South Main
Hamsonburg
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Photographers
Showcase
Tommy Thompson
'Keep* the eyes sharp,
shoots for an award'
By THERESA BEALE
"No"-- the university officials told Tommy Thompson-the blurred action shot of the
football player was too different for James Madison
University's new football
brochure.
The 34-year-old
chief photographer for public
information disagreed.
Thompson
felt
the
university "should try to take
the lead rather than try to
copy the bigger universities,"
so, in order to persuade the
officials, he entered the
football shot into University
Photographers state-wide
competition. Of the thirty
honor awards given to
university photographers
across the state, two were
granted to Thompson
And
one of these awards was for
the blurred action shot of the
football player.
"So, finally they allowed it
to be put on the cover of the
football brochure, - Thompson
smiled.
"Ironically, we
started seeing blurred action

shots on the sports brochures
of VMI and other state
universities as well as out-ofstate schools. I was proud
about that."
As the man in charge in
producing
"anything
photographically that meets
the public eye," Thompson
and his staff provide
photographs for university
publications, news releases,
brochures, catalogs and
posters.
"University
photography can be mighty
dull," according to Thompson.
"I've seen university
photographers caught up in a
dry situation where they shoot
and there's no feeling in their
work," he said.
"They
become picture manufacturers."
But Thompson avoids this
boredom by keeping his interest up with various
techniques and angles. He
considers it a "challenge" to
snoot something different
from what he shot for the
preceding year's university

?jblications. For example,
hompson might suggest a
new angle for the standard
group shot to make it more
appealing to the eye. "You
constantly like to look at
things in a different light."
"I consider myself a
photojournalist who has to
keep his eyes sharp,"
Thompson said. "You can go
out and shoot a photograph,
but are you telling a story with
the picture?"
Even
in
university
Kholography, Thompson said
e "keeps the eyes sharp and
shoots for an award" because
any situation "can lead to an
award."
This sentiment has led
Thompson to produce many
award-winning photographs.
He won "Best in Show" of the
400 entries in a recent Virginia
News
Photographers
Association contest. The
award-winner was a shot of a
drummer boy at the New
Market
Battlefield
celebration. Thompson has
also won national and international awards for his
underwater photography,
taken in local mountain
streams. He has won several
top state awards for his work
in photojournalism.
Thompson's free lance
photography
has
been
published in Newsweek, The
Washington
Post
and
01ympian--the magazine for
the U.S. Olympics Committee.
These free lance assignments
have come through contacts
Thompson has kept as a
photojournalist, a majority of
them stemming from his job
as a free lance photographer
for
United
Press
International.

Thompson's association
with the wire service began
when
he
took
some
photographs of the National
Women's Basketball Tournament held at JMU in 1975
for UPI because they could
not send their full-time
Photographer to Harrisonjrg. The wire service was
pleased with his work and
signed him as correspondent
photographer for western
Virginia.
Magazines often
contact UPI when they need
photographs; thus, Thompson's opportunity to be
published in the larger
publications.
A native of Harrisonburg,
Thompson became interested
in photography
as
a
sophomore at Montevideo
High School where he was
involved in the year book and
school
newspaper.
After graduating trom high
school, he spent some time in
the Marine Corps. He then
worked as a branch manager
for a bank and as a surveillance photographer for a
private detective agency.
In the summer of 1967,
Thompson found himself
withoutajob. He went to WKCY, a local radio statiion, for
employment and was told the
station did not have any
money to pay him. Thompson
worked without pay the first
week: he was paid $15 for
expenses the second week and
the third week he was paid the
full-time salary of $75.
Six months later. The Daily
News-Record hired Thompson
as a reporter-photographer
and he worked there for the
next four years.
In 1972,
Thompson was hired as
(Continued on Page ID
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'Keeps eyes sharp
(Continued from Page 13)
JMU's chief photographer
Thompson has retained his
position as news director at
WKCY, a position he calls
"my sport '
Early every
morning he gathers and
writes the news reports for the
radio station before coming to
the university. "Instead of
going out runnmg every
morning, I go out and get the
news." he said.
Along with the university's
expansion and the numbers of
publications it produces each
year, Thompson's staff and
facilities have also grown in
the six years he has been here.
His studio has grown from
"the worm room in the attic of
Burruss" to a two darkroom
facility in the basement of
Chandler Hall. A full-time

and a part-time photographer
work with him as well as two
student photographers.
Thompson also teaches
advanced photojournalism to
students here. In order to
"encourage students to put
forth their best efforts,"
Thompson has the students
judge his photographs. "I try
to ha.ve them outdo me -not
copy my work, but better it."
He believes the most important aspect of the course is
to teach the students "to keep
a job." Photojournalists must
be able to cover any event
from a fire to a politician's
speech, according to Thompson.
"In journalism, nothing is
ever the same
It is constantly changing."

Students at U Mass
attempt to unionize
(CPS "--Students at the
University of Massachusetts
in Amherst are attempting to
form a union to represent
students
in ' collective
bargaining negotiations with
the university.
"When students pay tuition
and fees, they enter into an
implicit contract stipulating
that the university provide
certain services as advertised
in school catalogues," explained organizer Mike
Brennan. "With a union we
could have more control over
those services, and be backed
by a legally binding contract."
The Student Senate has
declared 1977-78 the "Year of
the Union" and has begun an
all-out organizing
effort,
including a two day conference to introduce students
to the concept of unionization.
UMass Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, who spoke
at the conference, made clear
his stance opposing a student
union and urged students to
use the "mechanism that now
exists" to procure student
demands.
But
elected
student
representatives say they are
powerless to deal with administrators who control the
university.
"Only with a

union can we force the
university to deal with the
collective needs of the
students," stated Student
Senate Speaker Pat Whalen.
As proof of the collective
power inherent in a union,
Whalen pointed to the
economics department, where
students have formed a
council and successfully
negotiated to alter course
offerings and the tutoring
program within the department.
The Student Senate is
encouraging similar actions in
other departments and in
dormitories by offering $200 in
seed money to each new
council. So far, eight councils
have organized. The councils
plan to eventually unite,
forming the union, which will
deal with campus-wide issues.
Marvin
Davenport,
a
member of one of these
councils, explained his involvement in saying, "I went
to school in 1968 and '69, and
protested many different
issues. But the real issue
behind all those other issues
was the lack of student power.
Now I'm doing myself a
favor; I'm involved in doing
many other things for other
people but this is for myself."

Griffin Bell on the press
(CPS)-Speaking before a
southern
newspaper
publishers association conference in Florida in
November, Griffin B. Bell,
Attorney General of the
United States offered what he
felt was constructive criticism
of the American
press.
Bell receives by nine every
morning a Justice Department news summary containing 25 to 40 articles clipped
from a half-dozen newspapers
arid magazines. He also says
he is given every week a
folder containing news articles, columns, and editorials
taken from hundreds of
newspapers across the
country by clipping services.
This, he says, qualifies him
as
a
heavy-perhaps
prodigious-consumer of
newspapers. But Bell's words
speak for themselves. Here
are just a few things Bell had
to say about the American
press:

"At first. I think, the
Washington news corps found
me
a
dubious
appointment.and in turn. I don't
mind saying that I found some
of the approaches
and
questions of the press corps a
bit strange too."
"One 'profile' story about
me shortly after I was sworn
in was nothing less than a 'hit
job.'
It contained plain
falsehoods, but it became the
basis of research by other
writers about me."
"For my part. I have tried
to be as open and accessible as
possible...I hold frequent news
conferences in Washington
and elsewhere: I have granted
numerous interviews and I
have endeavored to answer all
reasonable inquiries put to
me. I am available to the
Public Information Office at
any and all times to respond to
questions."
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Pizza and Italian
Restaurant
Come in and enjoy
Italian Cuisine at its Finest.
Large-Medium Pizzas with all the toppings.
Sandwiches of all kinds.
Spaghetti, Veal Scallopini, Lasagna
and other Italian delights!
with an open salad bar at
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It's One Great Surprise After Another!

Needham appointed
head of economics
Dr. Douglas Needham has
been appointed head of the
economics department and
begins his duties this
semester.
Needham came to James
Madison University from the
State University of New York
at Brockport. His major
teaching and research interests are in industrial
organization and public
policy, macroeconomics,
public finance and the
economics of education.
A native of England,
Needham received his
bachelor's degree from the

London School of Economics
and Political Science. His
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees were
earned
at
Princeton
University.
His doctoral dissertation
was "The Incentive Theory of
Patent Protection."
Needham, a member of the
American Economic
Association, is the author of
numerous
articles
in
economic journals. He has
served governmental agencies in England and has been
invited to present papers at
several economic conferences
in this country.

Weather delays theater opening
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Inclement weather and a
late start may delay opening
of the new movie theater until
as late as next spring, according to the director 'of
student activities.
A month's delay in starting
construction and recent snow
storms which halted progress
make it unlikely that the
Warren Campus Center addition will be finished next fall
as planned, James Logan
said.
The^ theater is being built
because of scheduling and
acoustical problems with
movies in Wilson Hall. Attempts to correct the
acoustics by rewiring and
replacing sound equipment
were made, but the necessity
of using old wiring prevented
success, Logan said, adding
that "Wilson Hall was simply
not designed for films."
The new theater will seat
630, which is about half of
Wilson's capacity. Whether
this will create problems is
questionable since there have
been occasions in the past

when Wilson was filled for a
movie.
Technically, the new
theater should prove a big
improvement over Wilson
Hall.
Although almost
any place would be better that
Wilson acoustically, additional 16 and 35mm cameras
should also improve the video
portion in the new theater,
Logan said.

Energy info
center opens
(CPS) -The U.S. Office of
Education is establishing an
energy information center
scheduled to be open by the
end of last year, says
Education Commissioner
Ernest Boyer.
The'Energy and Education
Action Center' will provide an
information and technical
support clearinghouse on
energy and education, provide
technical assistance to schools
on
energy standards,
projects and sources of funding for conservation, and
support training of energy,
environmental and related
personnel at all educational
levels.
The center will draw
primarily on staff and
resources of cooperating
federal agencies.
■»»ir|fti«q««^ft—»»r^a»

TIME TO FOCUS ON
ACADEMICS
Educational Skills Development Lab
2nd Floor Alumnae
OFFERS AID IN:
Taking Lecture Notes
Memorizing
^Understanding Textbooks
Preparing and Taking Exams
Budgeting Time
Concentrating £
Also additional help in almost all
subject areas, and programs for i
improving basic academic skills
NEW STUDY
j SKILLS GROUPS TO BEGIN SOON
For more information, call 6552, or
stop by the Educational Skills Develi
opment Lab, 2ndfloor Alumnae.
Lab is open from 9-5 daily.
Additional help from 1-3pm daily-.
A service of the Counseling
and Student Development Center. £

Sports
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Peter sparks Duchesses
to rout over Bridgewater

I

JMU'S ANNA HARVEY(ll), the Duchesses
assist leader runs the fast break in Tuesday's
79-51 romp over Bridgewater College. Junior

Kathy Peter led the team with 20 points and 14
rebounds. The Duchesses' record now stands
at 6-7.

Photo by Mirk Thompson

By RON HARTLAUB
The women's basketball
team used a strong team
defensive effort and a-"20 point
performance by Kathy Peter
in defeating local rival
Bridgewater, 79-51, Tuesday
night
Peter, a 5-foot-lO junior,
scored her career high point
total by hitting on 8 of 10 shots
from the floor, and 4 of 5 from
the free throw line. She also
gathered in 14 rebounds and
blocked a pair of shots.
"It's probably the best
game she s played since she's
been at Madison," James
Madison University coach
Betty Jaynes said.
The Duchesses defense
played a key role in the win.
Bridgewater came into the
game averaging 69 points a
game, but were held to only
51.
JMU, now 6-7, used a manto-man and a 1-2-2 zone
defense effectively to stop the
Eagles, who shot 30 percent
from the floor for the game.
"They (Bridgewater) are
good outside shooters,"
Jaynes said. "We decided
they would expect us to use
the zone (defense), so we used

Hughett leads Dukes over Cardinals
/

Mte-

ByJ>ENNIS SMITH
WASHINGTON, DC.
It> s a rare occasion when a
basketball player has a
change to win a game on the
final i shot But, for James
Madikon University's pointguard Roger Hughett, it's
becoming a common occurence.
With five seconds left,
Hughett lofted a 15-foot

jumper that floated through
JMU's basket to give the
Dukes a 61-60 Eastern College
Athletic Conference (ECAC)
victory
over
Catholic
University Tuesday night.
The win upped the Dukes'
overall record to 11-6 while,
dropping the Cardinals to 7-8.
"I was looking for Sherman
(Dillard)," the junior guard
said. "But, I lost track of the

clock and fired it up."
It was the third consecutive game Hughett has
taken the final shot in a "dueor-die" situation.
His shot with four seconds
left against Western Carolina
lifted the Dukes to a 65-63 win
a week ago Wednesday.
Against VCU, Saturday
night though, he drove to the
basket but banked the ball too

hard ott the glass to send the
game into overtime where the
Dukes eventually lost 60-59.
With 34 seconds against the
Cardinals, the Dukes' chances
looked dim when Dillard
missed a chance to put JMU
ahead on a 17-foot jumper that
carommed into the hands of
CU's Kevin Dziwulski.
However, Dziwulski threw
(Continued on Page 17)

the person-to-person."
The game started off
slowly, with JMU having
trouble offensively.
"We were getting good
shots," said Jaynes. "The
ball just wasn't falling in the
basket. The kids were tense,
because it's such a rivalry."
Sharon Cessna scored on a
drive with 14:30 left in the first
half to give the Duchesses
their first lead, 8-7. Thirty
seconds later, after a pair of
Bridgewater free throws,
Bette Notaro hit a layup to
give JMU the lead for good.
The game remained close
until the final two minutes of
the half. JMU outscored the
Eagles 9-2 in that time to open
up a commanding 32-21 lead.
Bridgewater was held to
just five field goals in the first
half by the JMU defense. The
Duckesses also held a 27-17
rebound advantage over the
smaller Eagles.
In the second half JMU
played a run-and-gun game.
Bridgewater was never able
to mount a serious threat to
the Duchesses' lead.
After a quick basket cut the
lead to nine, a pair of short
jumpers by Peter put the lead
back to 36-23. JMU's lead was
never less than 11 the rest of
the way.
Besides Peter, three other
Duchesses scored in double
figures. Cessna had 14 points,
nine rebounds and four
assists. Mendy Childress had
12 points and eight rebounds,
despite fouling out with 10
minutes left in the garhe.
Notaro had 11 points,! 11
rebounds and five steals. |
Cindy Waddell came off the
bench to turn in a fine performance. She dealt out a
game high six assists, while
contributing eight points.
(Continued on Page 17)

Vaulting: the big hurdle is fear
By HOLLY WOOLARD
Once during a gymnastics class in ninth
grade, I bravely attempted to vault over the
horse. Although an instructor was spotting
my attempt, I wiped out, landing on my head,
neck and shoulder.
From that moment on I feared vaulting. I
dreamed of breaking arms and legs after
uncontrolled flights through the air.
Recently I was comfrvted by learning that
even James Madison University gymnasts
fear vaulting.
"It was an unreasonable fear," said senior
Carla Walters."Tha kept me from vaulting."
Walters has participated on the gymnastics
team here for four years. Her specialty is the
uneven bars and this year she is also a vaulter.
"I was afraid of going over or not contacting
the horse once I left the ground," said the
gymnast. "It was one of those things where I
let my emotions rule my mind," she said.
Walters began competitive gymnastics as a
sophomore at Northside High School in
Roanoke, Va. She would have participated in
all events, but a sprained ankle early in her
first season limited Walters to the uneven
bars.
As a. freshman at JMU, Walters was forced
to vault because "we only had five girls on the
team," she said. "The coach needed someone
to fill the event during meets."
Coach Hayes Kruger used various methods
to teach Walters vaulting techniques One
leaduo to on and off-flights required a

trampoline. The gymnast would vault over
the horse and onto the tramp.
"Mr. Kruger used different things to get me
into the idea of vaulting," said Walters. "He
tried to get me accustomed to going through
the air and hitting the horse."
When Carla was a sophomore competitor in
the regional meet, Kruger was forced to
scratch her from the vaulting event. "I was so
nervous about vaulting that I couldn't even
walk out on the runway," she said.
"Some of it had to do with pressure from the
meet," Walters stated. The regional competition was the largest meet the gymnast had
participated in. "But it was mostly just fear of
vaulting," she added.
Walters concentrated on the unevens during
her junior year, but occasionally worked on
vaulting. The only time she vaulted in competition was at the regional meet.
Last summer Walters stayed in
Harrisonburg and worked with Kruger to
develop confidence in performing vaulting
stunts. "It was something I thought I needed to
lick." she said.
"I was mad because I let myself be overcome with fear," said Walters. "I had vaulted
many times with a spotter and was determined
to learn to do it alone," she said.
This year Walters is competing as a vaulter
and on the uneven bars. Her vaulting stunts
include a handspring vault, a yamishita, which
is a handspring vault with a piked dismount
and a yami-half. which is a yamishita with a
turn.

('AHLA WALTERS (striped shirt) practices her vaulting exercises in a recent workout.
Photo by BID Bonaviti

^
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Just one of those nights
Photos by Wayne Partlow

[SHERMAN DILLARDI brought tbe crowd to
its feel with 12:36 feft in the second half of last
Saturday night's game against Virginia
Commonwealth University when he picked up
a steal and broke free for an apparent free
slam-dunk.
On this occasion, however,
Dillard's aim was slightly amiss. The missed

dunk was the crowning humiliation in a night
which saw Dillard held to 12 points-10 points
below his game average. The game was tied at
the end of regulation time at 52 and the Dukes
eventually lost the contest 60-59 on a pair of
free throws at the end of the first overtime.

Dukes ■ close win on road 'shows character
<Continued from Page 16)
the ball to Dave Butler, who
charged into JMU's Steve
Blackmon for an offensive
foul, turning the ball over to
the Dukes. Hughett then took
the inbounds pass and dribbled for 10 seconds before
launching the winning shot.
The Dukes trailed by five
points on three occasions in
the closing minutes and on the
final occasion, the Cardinals'
leading rebounder Stan

Cooper tipped in a shot by
Butler to move CU anead 6055. with 2:31 left.
The Dukes closed the gap to
60-57 when Pat Dosh hit both
ends of a one-and-one from the
charity stripe, after being
fouled by Dziwulski in a
scamble for a rebound.
The Dukes then came down
court and fouled the first
Cardinal player that had the
ball in hopes of regaining
possesion. Butler, CU's best

free throw, was that player
but he missed the front enu of
a one-and-one and JMU's
freshman Tyrone Shoulders
grabbed the rebound.
Shoulder, who pulled down
a game-high 10 rebounds,
converted a one-and-one after
grabbing another rebound to
draw the Dukes within one
with 59 seconds left.
The Cardinals never trailed
in the first half after jumping
to a 7-2 lead on two baskets by

JMU wrestlers place one at state meet
By MARK ESPOSITO
Dale Eaten (190) finished
tops among the James
Madison University wrestlers
with a fourth place in the State
Meet at Old Dominion
University in Norfolk, Va„
Saturday afternoon.
Competing in a field of
wrestlers from 15 other
schools. Eaton compiled a 2-1
record, including a 17-6 rout of

Bugged by:
an editorial?
rude fans?
any. comment?
Then write to :

FAN'S VOICM

Washington & Lee University's Kelly Kniffen.
Eaton lost to the University
of Virginia's Mike Serruto 4-0,
who eventually finished
second. Eaton defeated two
consolation round opponents
to reach the finals of the
round. The Dukes" wrestler
placed fourth by losing to Jeff
Miller of Virginia Tech by a
pin at 5:26.
Other wrestlers with fine
showings in non-placing
performances were Dennis
Herndon (118). Bill Boyne
(142), and Scott Breslin (150)
Herndon defeated Mark
Blowe from Virginia Commonwealth University 12-6.
He later lost to Larry
Friedman 8-1.
Boyne defeated both of his
opponents in the consolation
round. He pinned Jim Greene
of the University of Richmond
at 2:45and beat JimChrisman

(George Mason University) 71.
Breslin edged Virginia
Tech's John Ragland 16-7
before losing to Chris Harwick
(UVA) 9-4.
The Dukes' next wrestling
match is Saturday against
American University and
Lafayette
College
in
Washington, D.C.

JMU routs
(Continued from Page 16)
Bridgewater. now 8-4, was
led by Janet Stivers with 17
points and 14 rebounds.
JMU outrebounded
Bridgewater 58-40 in the
contest.
The Duchesses will have a
chance to earn their third
straight victory when they
travel to play Norfolk State.
Saturday afternoon.

Dziwulski and a three-pointplay by Cooper, in the first
three minutes.
Butler later hit a 10-foot
jumper to give CU its biggest
lead of the night, 17-9.
But the Dukes tied the
score 20-20 on a 18-foot jumper
by Dillard with 4:21 left in the
half. He hit for six points in
JMU's first-half comeback.
Butler then hit four consecutive jumpers to give the
Cardinals a 28-26 halftime
lead.
At the start of the second
half, the Dukes jumped to a
36-30 margin behind a sixpoint spurt by Dosh. Jack
Railev and Steve Stielper
added one basket each for
JMU.
But the Cardinals fought
back to grab a 41-38 lead on a
three-point
play by Cooper
with 8:48 left. Cooper had
another basket in the rally,
Dziwulski added four points
and Steve Dade had a basket.
The Dukes regained a
momentary lead, 50-49, with
5:57 left on two quick baskets
by Dillard, who had nine of his
16 points in the second half.
However, CU rallied to take
a 56-51 margin after Stielper,
JMU's starting center, fouled
out with 4:53 left. Dziwulski,
who had a game-high 22
points, lead trie Cardinals in
the comeback with six points.
Cooper's tip-in stretched
the lead to 60-55, before JMU's
final comeback.
Dillard lead the Dukes in
scoring with 16 points on seven

for 13 from the field and two
for four from the foul line.
Hughett and Dosh added 10
each for JMU.
The Cardinals outshot the
Dukes from the field 26 for 59
for 44 percent compared to 23
for 56 for 41 percent.
"Coming back like this on
the road," JMU's head coach
Lou Campanelli said, "shows
the kind of character on our
basketball team."

Women runners
place at opener
By DOUG STEARMAN
Although no scores were
kept, women's track coach
Flossie Love was pleased with
her team's preformance in the
teams'
opener
at
the
University of Tennessee.
The Duchesses failed to
place anyone in the top three
finishers but did place a few in
the top six.
Senior Sandy Botcock and
junior Beverly Morris finished
four-five in the two-mile run.
Bocock clocked 13:08 and
Morris 13:34.
Sophomore Claudia Cahill
placed fifth in the 60-yard
hurdles with a time of 9.5
seconds.
Also placing for the
Duchesses was freshman
Desiree Middleton who
clocked a 7.6 in the 60-yard
dash, finishing fourth in that
event.
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Stielper andDuckett keep their individuality
'We cheer for them because they're willing to clown around with us'
rebounds in one season (279)
and most free throws made in
one season (135) -while
making honorable mention
All-Freshman
team
in
Basketball Weekly and
honorable mention All-South
Independent. He also led the
Dukes in scoring (20.9).
His motivation comes from
"the crowd and intensity,"
according to Stielper.
For Duckett. there are no
pre-game introductions or
roars from the crowd. The
support he receives outside
self-motivation comes from
the "Duckettes" (a fan club
consisting of Ikenberry
basketball fans ).
"When I first came here I
wanted to start." said
Duckett. "I just got used to
the fact that everybody can't"
Although Duckett does not
overwhelmingly contribute to
the team's statistics-0.9 points
per game and 1.3 rebounds per
game-he does make a contribution, according to head
coach Lou Campanelli.
"Dick is successful," he
said. "There are intangible
things that don't show up on
any score board. He's out
there practicing everyday and
he's always ready to play."
For Stielper the season,
which began in mid-October
and lasts until late February,
has been "long but rewarding."
He leads the team in
rebounding (8.6 per game)
and is top among the starters
in free throw percentage
(83.6) and in blocked shots (8).
He is second in scoring
(14.9 per game) and has taken
over fifth on the JMU all-time
scoring list. In addition, he
made the JMU Tip-Off alltournament team.
For the injury-ridden

BV MARK ESPOSITO and
DENNIS SMITH
'Often individual personalities are lost within the
uniformity of team sports.
However, for roommates
Steve Stielper and Dick
Duckett, individuality is as
important as being a member
of the James Madison
University basketball team.
Stielper, an outstanding
center for the Dukes, exhibits
this with his humorous antics
on and off the court.
"My role on the team,'*
said Stielper, "is to keep
everybody loose."
Duckett, a reserve JMU
guard, finds himself in a
similar role of keeping hjs
younger teammates on the
bench motivated to play at
any time.
"When the pressure is on,"
said the Dukes' starting guard
Roger Hughett, "they keep us
loose w'th their endless
humor."
Even the crowd recognizes
this and responds to it. "We
cheer for them." said
suitemate Dave Naquin.
"because they're willing to
clown around with us."
"Sure, during warmups we
laugh and joke," Stielper
countered. "But we don't take
the game as a joke. You can
be loose and still be intense."
Besides
being
accomplished comics, Stielper
and Duckett pride themselves
on their abilities in softball
and backgammon. Duckett
also enjoys swimming.
Stielper, who hopes to be a
sports commentator, is also a
master of sports trivia.
On the court, Stielper
makes records of his own for
future trivia buffs to recount.
Stielper set two school
records last season-most
^"-

Duckett. the highlights have
been few this season.
However, he broke the 100
points barrier in the Dukes'
106-75 homecoming win over
Baptist College.
Their private life in
Ikenberry centers on sports
and close friendships with
other sports enthusiasts. For
Duckett, Stielper, and their
suitemates, athletics is a way

of life, and they readily call
themselves "jocks."
Attesting to this fanaticism
Ikenberry intramural teams,
made up mostly of suitemates
and neighbors, currently lead
the over-all intramurah
standings and won the
basketball championship.
There is an underlying
similarity between Stielper

STEVE STIELPER (LEFT) AND DICK
DUCKETT relax with a game of backgammon
in the dorm room. Despite being members of

X

and Duckett. Both are willing

to accept the physical
challenges of athletes, and
deal with it in similar ways.
"In college the difference
between your number one
and number 12 man may be
minimal," said Campanelli.
And this is apparent in the
relationship of Duckett and
Stielper on and off the court.

the basketball team, they have been able to
maintain their individuality.
Photo py Mark Thompson

Flag football scheduled
to start Sunday afternoon
Men's flag football will
start Sunday "unless it'
snows," Director of Intramurals George Toliver
said.
Buildings and Grounds
personnel were removing
snow from the turf Wednesday.
Grounds supervisor Ernest
Higgs said the ice-covered
track would require a "couple
days of good weather" with

temperatures in the 40s for its
use.
In other news, the Pros
One-on-One semifinals were
scheduled to follow the
University of Arkansas game
Thursday.
The Pros and
Rookies championships will
be played during halftime of
the JMU-Old Dominion
contest next Wednesday.
Women's
intramural
basketball playoffs will begin
Tuesday. February 7.
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Of cats and world politics
(Continued from Page 2)
Fearless.
Cats are instinctively independent and free-minded
creatures, yet Nova has made
power, namely hers, the
"primary and central object
of the social system and
liberty but its satellite."
If the laws of nature to
which Jefferson alluded
cannot prevent Nova from
"unnaturally" limiting the
liberty of cats, then man is
certainly hard-pressed to

ensure
human
liberty
throughtout this world.
What I fear, and no doubt
countless others have reached
the same conclusion, is that it
is more natural for men to
seize power for themselves
than it is for them to protect
the liberties of all.
"Nature is insistent and
cannot be overcome," wrote
Seneca, equating nature with
order, universal reason and
justice.The first part may be
true, but it more likely implies

'J am mad as helV
(Continued from Page 2)
1 m not a sportswnter or
anything, so I don't know
about the official policv for
priority at home
athletic
contests. I guess I could call
up some office and some
secretary with a dull voice
could tell me all the reasons
why I didn't get to see the VCU
game.
It's probably true that I
don't have a leg to stand on in
this case, but Lou ran his
mouth all last week and now
I'm going to run mine.
I know they have to sell
tickets to people from town
and rooters from the other

school because scholarships
don't grow on trees, but it
seems like the JMU fan should
come first.
It's little, comfort to think
that the place where my
friends and I usually sit was
probably taken by a feed
salesman from Elkton, his
unappreciative wife and their
two teenage boys.
Like the posters say, this is
the year we've all been
waiting for. and this was the
game we've all been waiting
for. But when it comes to a
top-notch collegiate basketball program, I guess we've
got to keep on waiting.

How to get more out of your paycheck
Looking for a way to take
home more of your paycheck?
Do not have your employer
withhold income tax, suggests
the Internal Revenue Service.
"Most students who work
part-time earn less than $2,950
a year and therefore don't
have to file a tax return,"
according to an
IRS
spokesperson.
"But if tax is withheld, they
have to file a return before
April 15 just to get their
money back." savs IRS

Students who believe that
they will earn less than
$2,950 in 1978 are urged to file
a Form W-4 (Exemption from
Withholding) with their
employer. If you have any
questions, call the IRS.
Single persons do not have
to file a tax return if their
income is under' $2,950 and
their income from interest
and dividends are under $750.
For married taxpayers filing
jointly, the cut-off is $4,700.

disorder, reason colored by
historical experience, and
injustice.
Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
scholar turned senator, has
contended that this century
has been characterized by the
world wide decline of
democracy and the spread of
totalata nanism.
Two thirds of the people in
the world now live under
governments ' considered
"repressive."
This craving for power and
lack of concern for others'
freedom may be part of the
"natural order," in which
case
nature
becomes
something to be overcome, not
something which we are to
reconcile ourselves to.
To establish
Plato's
"Republic" or Sir Thomas
More's "Utopia" may be
consonant with reason but not
with the true "natural order."
The secret of preserving
and extending democracy, our
version of the perfect social
system, may lie in overcoming human tendencies to
be drawn toward power rather
than becoming interested in
protecting liberty.
Jefferson warned that price
of liberty is eternal vigilance.
He would not have guessed
that nature, instead of being
the equivalent of liberty, is the
enemy which we must constantly guard against.
As for the cats, they are
watching out for Nova. The
price of staying alive in a
totalatarian state is also
eternal vigilance.

Yancey appointed
to state committee
Dwayne Yancey, Editorial
Editor of The Breeze, has
been appointed to Lieutenant
Governor Charles S. "Chuck"
Robb's advisory committee.
The task force will help
keep Lt. Gov. Robb informed
on issues facing the Commonwealth.
Yancey is a junior political
science
major
from
McGaheysville
in
Rockingham
County,
Virginia.

IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING.
If you're majoring in engineering", rha
or physical sciences, put your education
to work in tomorrow's energy today- nuclear power.
Juniors and seniors can earn up to
$6,500 during their senior year, a commission after graduation, attend one year
of the most comprhensive training available in nuclear power today and receive
a salary well over the top 10% of engineers in industry.
The Navy. When it comes to nuclear power, no one can give you the same opportu-

Photo by Mark Thompson

WVPT looking for members
of Staunton gay community
In anticipation of new
requirements now being
considered by the Federal
Communication Commission,
WVPT-TV
(PBS) ,
Harrisonburg-Staunton, is
seeking to identify and interview members of the
Staunton gay community.
VVVPT's "ascertainment"
proceedings are an effort to
recognize the concerns of
"significant representative"
groups
throughout the
greater Staunton community

to develop programming
which is relevant to the needs
of all its viewers, a station
spokesman said.
Individuals who identify
themselves with homosexual
rights, causes and issues are
invited to contact the public
affairs producer at the station
(434-5391) to arrange for an
interview, the spokesman
said.
Such surveys of opinion are
not for publication
or
I broadcast.

Funding center fraudulent
(CPS)-If you received a
mailing from an organization
called
the
Center
on
Educational Funding with
news concerning $2,000 annual
college grants for four years,
then you were a part of a
scheme to do college students
out of monev.
Kenneth Lloyd Roberts, a
24-year old
Manhattan
resident, was taken into
custody last week by postal
inspectors in New York as he
was applying for a postal box
out of which he hoped to
conduct his campaign.
Each application for the
grants was to be accompanied
by a $25 payment for
processing
that
was
nonrefundable. The circulars

were mailed to high school
seniors.
A little more than a year
ago, Roberts placed ads in
newspapers offering to sell 50
cent subway tokens for 30
cents in bulk. At least $53,000
collected through this scheme
was returned to victims
through a court order by the
New York State Attorney
General.
Roberts managed to collect
$7,000 in Pennsylvania and a
Federal prosecutor said that
checks had been received
from California, Delaware
and New York.
The phony Center on
Educational Funding alleged
to have the backing of St.
Timothy's Church and the
Parris Fund.
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COMPLETE B£W SERVICE
FOR GUYS AND GALS
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Contact the Navy Officer
Information Tjar.i, Place...ent
Office, 9 a.r:. - 4 p.m.
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toll <ree: 1-900-552Or
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THE STARK SERENITY of bare winter branches is vividly
brought to life by the magic of a pure, white snow.
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"Wve got a feding
youre gonna like us.'!
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Mauldin: Hike to think it's Twain himself
(Continued from Page 4)
knew he was a member of it.
too. It was sort of •* "If you
can't beat it, laugh at it"
attitude.
My
favorite
(Twain
idiosyncrasy» is his going
downtimes Square-I can just
picture him doing that, a
crazy old man doing that.
Heh-heh.
His home is in Hartford,
Connecticut. His house is
amazing, just like the mind of
a man that has a thousand
different facets to it. Half of
it's like a ship and half of it's
like a cuckoo clock. Almost as
eccentric as the man? Oh yes.
It's got secret passages all
over the place and secret
panels.
All over the ceiling and
walls of his study he has two of
the things he liked the most in
a little motif on wallpaper
which he had designed for
him. This little shot glass of
whiskey and four cigars
surrounding it. Those were
the loves of his life.
He was always a gambler
and he would always take any
chance-that brought on one of
his greatest downfalls. He
gambled on a $500,000 new
press that was going to
revolutionize the printing
world. He lost all that money.
That's why he went on
his
last lecture tour . He couldn't
stand lecturing, but he went
all over the world to do it.
He finally got his wealth
back. That's one good thinghe wasn't one of those starving artists who finally gained
recognition 50 years after he's
dead. Twain knew where he
was. •
He also was quite bawdy
That's one thing he didn't
allow the public to see. He
wrote a filthy, filthy play
called '1600' or something and
I was just shocked that they
knew things like that back
then. I mean, that was 100

\

years ago.
He enjoyed
shocking society sometimes.
He got himself in trouble
one time when he was invited
to a banquet honoring several
very noted writers of his time
and made fun of them. 11 was
in jest, but they didn't take to
it too kindly. It was his
philosophy to make fun of
everything."

Mauldin on Cigars
"I don't know what kind of
cigars Twain smoked. And
I've tried to find out but he.
doesn't make a reference to
them.
I know they were
cheap. This was a grasp he
still had on his destitute
poverty as a child.
Oh, I'm sure he (stamped
ashes into the rug).. I haven't
heard of that particular facet
of his , but it would be very
much in his character to. If he
did it wouldn't be from
disrespect but from just-umwhat's another word for absent-mindedness?
I smoke Garcia y Vega
Gallantes I smoke three a
show. They're not famous,
they just last the right amount
of time-two stories. They're
pretty good cigars.
I don't think it bothers the
audience. Sometimes in close
quarters the audience will
start coughing and I'll get
very self-conscious about it.
One. time I was in a very old
opera house in Kakorea,
Kansas, and oh, it was one of
those gaudy things with the
red velvet and the little naked
cupids and the whole routine.
It had the boxes all over and
there was a box right above
the stage and I was going over
there, smoking, and apparently there was an
elderly man with asthma
there who had to leave due to
it."

Mauldin'* Favorite Statement
by Twain

"Sometimes I wonder if
God invented man because he
was disappointed in the
monkey." To me, that is
Twain.
That typifies
everything that he was talking
about."
Mauldin
on
Twain's
Popularity
"Twain's popularity. He
has a universal quality that all
of us have within ourselvesand this is the same for every
good writer, I suppose-he has
that particular knack for
expressing it that is uniquely
his, and unlike other writers,
he can take the worst
situation in the world and
somehow make you laugh at
it. It's amazing'
• I do several sections in the
show about desperate periods
in his life, and there's one
section in 'Letters from the
Earth' when he was in the
depths of despair. He goes
right from that to making fun
of himself for it. I don't know.
That might not answer that
too well. But he's got that
quality where he knows he's
part of the human race. He
didn't place himself on a
pe estal at all.
Twain was reknowned as a
lecturer and audiences just
loved him because he was so
different. He was a ham."
Mauldin on Lecturing
"I have about five hours of
stuff memorized. I have the
same format, but depending
on the temper of the audience,

I can replace one story with
another. I like to think t's
almost like Twain himself
calling on his memory from
the stories he has written to
suit the needs of the audience.
If I can see that the
audience is getting bored with
the story, or I'm getting bored
with the story, sometimes I'll
just cut paragraphs out of it
and get to the point. That's an
interesting thing about
Twain's humor. Twain has
got to be very, very slow
because that's the way he
wrote it. He creeps aroundhe'll start on the story and
then maybe he'll finally
deliver the punch line, and
pause, as if it kind of crawled
under your seat and exploded.
He doesn't force it on you. It's
something you grasp by
yourself.
I offer my representation of
Twain. I think it's accurate.
I' ve tried to be as faithful as I
can to what I consider the man
to be. He was a friend of
humanity.
He wasn't a beneficient
'love and peace and have a
flower' type guy, not at all. He
was very sardonic and he was
very bitter. I've tried to be as
faithful to that impression as I

Mauldin's Favorite Novel by
Twain

"They each have a different appeal.
Probably
everyone's favorite and
probab' • mine I might say is
'Huckleberry Finn.' because
of what he captures in it—that
feeling of youth. That feeling
of-I don't know-innocence,
maybe, that he knew the
country had lost and he tried
to recapture.
'Roughing It' too, because
it goes in depth into what he
went through as a young man.
'Life on the Mississippi' is the
same way.
Overall, it's
probably 'Huckleberry Finn,'
which sounds mundane- you
probably wanted me to drag
up some unknown novel.
Of the unpublished works,
'Letters from the Earth.' "

Dr. Richard Wettstone and
Dr Jon Mclntire of the
Counseling and Student
Development Center recently
attended a conference in
Washington. D.C.. sponsored
by
the
International
Association of Counseling
Services.

Those who attended the
meeting received training in
the accreditation process for
counseling agencies. Wettstone and Mclntire were
placed on the association's onside
evaluations
list
following completion of their
training
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Warn*

Man's

MOSBV'S

$4.50

reg. 6.00

MILL

Woman s

$7.50

Discount

reg. 9.00

Shampoo, Cut and Blow Dry

( mattnl to Grind Union),

Mi y«ti COM £ttr

Mauldin on Pseudo-Mauldins
"No, I've never seen
anyone else do a Twain show.
I'd liketoseehow close their
interpretations come to
mine."

Prof attends count* eling meeting

& The

pta-Fri 3-<T.30cm

can.
It's pretty universal
be ause he was explicit in the
writings that he wouldn't
allow to be published."

tor JMU students with ID
91 1 S. H>'ghhi St. (near Werners)

,„,
434-8676
otter good thru Feb.

*******************************************
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3.50
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5.25
Clam
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5.50
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5.25
Spice Showed Skimp 6.50
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t Avoid lines-Reserve Ski's in Advance

SKI RENTALS
available
at

*
*

alley Sports
S
Annex
#

124 S. Main St.
*
Complete line of Skis, Boots, *
Bindings, Ski Clothes and
Accessories
$
We sharpen and wax skis
#

#
#
*

U r

i

*
*
*

^

Call 433-8185
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Don't
Forget
Your
Sweetie!.

Innovative9 courses scheduled
• (Continued from Page I)
© 1977 Hallmark Card*. Inc

Valentine's
Day is
Tuesday, Feb. 14

LLOYDS HALLMARK
When you care enough to send the veiy best
WERNER'S 7 DAY FOOD MARKET
"THE PARTY PACKAGE STORE
Thu-Fri-Sat

The five courses are all
worth three credits and have
been designated by the course
number 501, said Finlayson,
which makes approval by the
Curriculum and Instruction
committee unnecessary, but
only allows the course to be
taught once.
For inclusion in the regular
course schedule, a new course
would have to be approved
through
various ■ administrative channels, she
said.
This is the first summer
that such a course'program
has
received
special
budgeting at JMU, she said.
"The summer
school

(Continued from Page 1)
However, Bowman said, if
the door is warm, or the
escape is blocked by thick
smoke, students should seal
the cracks around their door
with towels or sheets,
preferably dampened. Open
windows part way to insure
fresh air. Bowman said, and
signal the people outside by
using a sheet or towel and by
yelling.
People who live on the
second floor or above should
jump from their windows only
as a last resort, he said,

^fe
^^

Old Mil kegs V» barrel

Avoid the Valentines Day Rush

24.95

"Little Wine Cellar"
Meiers Ohio St Cold Duck Spec. 1.99
Meiers Pink&white Catawba
Taylors table wines asst.
Rose'Zonin Italian Imp.
Gallo Pink Chablis mgm 3 It.

1.69
1.99
1.99
4.99

Paul Masson Rose-Chab-Burg. mag.
2.99
Riunite Lambrusco semi-dry
1,99
Boone's Farm asst. flavors
1.29
Thunderbird special
1.19
Liebfraumilch Siefert Ger. imp.1.99
Milk Shenandoah Pride gal. jugl.65
Bacon Esskay quality lb.
1.19
Potatoes No. 1 10 lb. bag
.99
Sausage Esskay lb.
.79
Eggs Ex. Large

"Country" Doz. .79

"Fire" it can happen in your home
—

--■■■_.

_

.

budget has been built around
the concept of every department having so much to
spend." Finlayson said, and
this made it risky for
departments to offer "different" kinds of courses.
Departments were
reluctant to offer innovative
courses for fear of spending
their respective allottmeni an
courses that might not "go
over" with the students, she
said.
However, Finlayson added,
this program has made
money available for special
courses, where costs are not
charged against the department.

S

Fires prevented by sense

Cigarettes all brands carton
3.32
Old Milwaukee 6 pack bottles 1.49
Old Mil & Pabst Lg neks case 5.25
Stroh's party pack 12/12
3.13
Pabst red-white-blue 6 pack 1.39
Schmidts"Oktoberfest" 6 pk 1.49
Falstaff 6 pack non-rt
1.29
Zodiac Peter Hand Malt Liq. BI1.79
^6 Pk.
Light Extra Peter Hand 96 cal. 1.79
Schlitz Light 6 pack
1.79
Lowenbrau It./drk. 6 pack
2.29
Heineken Holl Imp. 6 pk. ltd.
3.39
Falstaff Premium case 24
4.88

■■

"Forecasting Methods for
Management" is "unique and
innovative at JMU" in that
actual business forecasting
situations will be simulated
with
"hands-on
experimentation" on computer
terminals, according to the
course instructor.
Most of the current widelyused forecasting methods' will
be presented, said W. Blaker
Boiling, and "emphasis will
be on playing with data of
actual business situations
I'm not a lecture type. I like to
get the students actively involved."
A course of this nature is
"obviously needed in a
business curriculum," Boiling
said, as businesses have to be
able to forecast to stay in
operation today.
The remaining course, a
travelling photography
workshop, will be conducted
by art instructor Steve Zapton. Zapton could not be
reached for a description of
the workshop.
Boiling, Allain and Hoskins
are hopeful that their
respective courses may
eventually be offered during
the regular school year, a
possibility. .
that
exists tf'a particular course
catches on, Finlayson said.

Lovers Cups
nbw in stock!

Same aay service on
Custom Monoqramming
Shadetree Glass Shop^
4y waterST.
(under the parking deck)

because the fire department
will normally be there in time
to bring them down safely.
Students who live in dorms
with elevators should never
use the elevator as a method
of escape during a fire,
Bowman said, since the
elevator may malfunction, or
even ppen to the floor where
the fire is burning.

m

I

Professor publishes
research paper
Dr. James E- Dendinger,
assistant professor of biology
has recently published a
research paper in the 1977
issue of the international
scientific journal, "Comparative Biochemistry and
Physiology."
The
paper,
entitled
"Glycogen Synthase in the
Rat Tapeworm Hymenolepis
diminuta I, Enzyme Activity
During Development and With
OwdingV' is a report on his
investigation of changes in the
enzyme, glycogen synthase.

uditlonl
There's No Business Like ...
the exciting world of Show Business in our Theme Parks:

KINGS ISLAND - Cincinnati, Ohio
KINGS DOMINION- Richmond, Va.
CAROWINDS - Charlotte, N.C.
Shows are presented with complete scenery,
costumes, staging and choreography in fully
equipped theatres and on modern outdoor stages
for spring and fall weekends and the entire
summer. There are openings for:
SINGER/DANCERS AND MUSICIANS-$155 to $200 a week
TECHNICIANS-$145 to $165 a week

JAMES
MADISON
UNIVERSITY

Harrisonburg, Virginia
Chandler Hall
Shenandoah Room
Fri.. Feb. 3. 1-4 pm

KINGS DOMINION
Doiwell, Virginia
Mason Dixon Muaic Hall
Sun., Fab. 5
Groups I0-Noon Others 12-5 pm
Also: Feb. 25-26 (Tech. only)

Singer/Dancers and Musicians — Please bung music in correct key and wear clothes suitable for dancing
Technicians — Please bring a resume to the special Park interviews
For more inlormation please write KINGS PRODUCTIONS 1906 Highland Ave . Cincinnati, Ohio4S219. ...

J
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formerly
J.Ceils Band

w$s v l\

ELVIN BISHOP

/**

cr»;,tj
f

Wednesday Feb. 15th 8:30
TICKETS: $4.50 JMU I.D.
$ 5.50 Public

Tickets on Sale
Wednesday
FEB. 1

FORT LAUDERDALE
SPRING

BREAK

IN

.—

■"

/

W'

[PQ-\

FLORIDA

SAT. MARCH4-9 tmilts
AT

The Seasons of Lauderdale
$219QUAD ROOM
ALL TRANSFERS BETWEEN HOTEL AND AIRPORT
SPACE

LIMITED-RESERVE

<*< '

/

NOW

reservation coupon
Clip & mail to: Turner Travel Service, 1029 S. High St., Harrisonburg.VA 22803

<

s
Q.

^jr

Enclosed is my check for $50 deposit to secure my reservation on the Spring
Break in Fort Lauderdale Tour March 4-9, 1978. I understand that the
balance will be due by Feb. 10 -- and that my deposit will be refunded in
full if I should cancel by Feb. 10.
Name
Phone
Full Address
Will share room with (1)
W
JT)
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO: Turner Travel '
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT Turner Travel Service
1029 South High Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
M
(702) 433-2438
OR CONTACT: Jim Rayfield, J.M.U. Box L-35-- Campus Phone 433-6217

*
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Debaters win
four trophies
at tournaments
James Madison University
debaters received four
trophies at two tournaments
held last weekend.
JMU varsity debater Bill
Mitchell received a third
place trophy at the 14th
Annual
Villa nova Invitational held at Villanova
University Jan. 27-29. Mitchell missed being named the
top speaker by a '<■.. point
margin.
The teams of Mitchell and
Mark Reisinger, Lynn White
and Steve Holsinger, and Jim
Ishee and Anne Edmunds all
finished with 4-4
records.
Twenty-five schools participated in the competition
with a total of 54 teams.
Both
Mitchell
and
Reisinger, and Ishee and
Edmunds narrowly missed
qualifying for the quarterfinal rounds in the tournament. Both teams had to
win their final preliminary
round in order to advance in
the competition. Ishee and
Edmunds lost to George
Mason University while
Mitchell and Reisinger lost to
the Naval Academy.
The JMU individual events
team won three trophiesat the
University of Maryland
tournament in College Park,
Jan. 28-29.
Elizabeth Johnson and.
Kevin Miller took first place in
the dramatic duo event, in
which there were 32 duo entries from participating
schools. Alice Barrow and
Nancy Googins also received
a trophy in this event,
finishing fifth in the finals.
In the poetry interpretation
event, Paula Mergenhagen
competed against 43 other
readers and won a trophy for
sixth place. This was her
first tournament of the
season.
Also participating in this
tournament from JMU were
Marylou Moore, Teresa
Harris, and Cindy Harris.

DOONESBURY
PROFBSSOR KGSIN6ER,
UE HAVEA STATEMENT
OF PROTEST UEV LIKE
TO MAKE AT THIS
I TIME..

HEY, DOC, LET ME ASK YOU
A QUESTION. HAVE YOU EVER
HEARD OF DR. RASSOULI,
DR.RELVAN, DR. SHAD/,
OR DR. TEHRAN I?

by Garry Trudeau

"BB IT KNOWN THAT WE,
THE STUDENTS OF HENRV
KISSINGER, ARB WEARING
MASKS TO SYMBOLIZE OUR
SOLIDARITY WITH THE REPRESSED PEOPLES OF IRAN..'

NO, MR.
IAJE1N8UR&R,
I CAN'T
SAY I..

4N'1

'KIB FINDOURTBACHER'S PARTICIPATIONIN
THE DINNER HONORING
THE SHA-NA-NA OF
IRAN TO BE ABHORRENT, C/NICAL.."
N

ITfCUGHTNOT.
THOSE GENTLEMEN
ARE MASTER TORWRERS AT KOMITE
PRISON IN TEHRAN.

PROFESSOR KISSINGER,
OL'WEINBURGER HERES
BEEN MAKING A PRETTY
| STRONG CASE AGAINST
; GOING TO THE SHA-NA• NA'S DINNER! WHAT'S YOUR

9
..AND
REALLY*
REALLY
DISILLUSIONm<

THE REASON THEY REFBRTO
THEMSELVES AS "DOCTOR"
IS BECAUSE THEY FEEL
THETITLEGIVBSTHEM
AN AIR OF AUTHORITY
AND PROFESSIONALISM.
/

THANKYOU, MR. PERKINS.
rMGRATEFULTD FINALLY
HAVE A CHANCE TO PUT
THE DINNER AND ITS
SPONSOR IN THE PRO- SPONSOR?
PER PERSPECTIVE..

BARNEY!
HIE ALREADY
AGREED ON
THEIO0RDIN6!

YES.THATs
JUST A
PRIVATE

vmsiR.

\

UHAVYOU
MEANTHBYRE IKNEW
NOTRSAL
WD BE
DOCTORS?/ SHOCKS).

THE FRIENDS
OF EXXON
SOOETYMS
FOUNDED IN..

REPLY?

CROCK

by Bill Rcchin ft Braat Pferker

tf?U CRUNCHED
MYL&e!„.P0HT
I P^sePVE/f
VK2RP OF
KINDNESS f

Book written

Or

Gordon Miller, information
services librarian, has written
a book entitled "To God Be
The Glory: The Mennonite
Witness in Iowa City 19271977" Miller joined the
library's professional staff in
August.

...H
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Classifieds
For sale
1956 DODGE PICKUP: Ex
cellent running condition.
Body and interior in excellent
shape.
Inspection good
through April 30, 1978. $650.
Call 433-2287 (off campus)
after 5 p.m.
TECHNICS SA-5200A
STEREO RECEIVER With
AM-FM tuner; very good
condition. $100 . Two Jensen
six by nine inch co-axle
speakers with 20 oz. magnets:
good condition. $20 for the
pair. Call 434:8903 after 5 p.m.
TYPING
SERVICE:
Dissertations, theses, reports.
14 years experience. 75 cents
per page (Pica) and 80 cents
per page (Elite).
Paper
furnished. Call Mrs. Price,
828-6941.
\p

TC 360 SONY TAPE DECK:
$95. BASF tape tri-pack, $5.
Two Sony "mikes" plus
stands-$108 value for $65.
Call 434-8805
TOP BRAND NAME AUDIO
EQUIPMENT: At rock bottom prices. Also, brand name
calculators, televisions, car
stereos and C.B. radios. Call
for a price quote. 433-9440 (off
campus). Ask for Mike.
DO YOU NEED HELP
MOVING? Will
do light
hauling with 34 ton pick-up
truck at reasonable rates. Call
828-2012. Kim.

TYPING SERVICE:
Craig. 433-1868.

R

ANYONE on or off campus
interested in receiving The
Washington Star newspaper,
please call Tom. 7142. On and
off campus delivery available.
CONTACT LENS WEARERS:
Save on brand name, hard
and soft lens supplies. Send
for free illustrated catalog.
Contact Lens Supplies, Box
7453, Phoenix, Arizona 85011.
MRS. DORIS-ESP. PALM
READER AND ADVISER ON
ALL AFFAIRS OF LIFE:
There is no problem so big
that she cannot solve. Mrs.
Doris is located on Main
Street just two doors north of
the firehouse in New Market,
Va. For further information,
call 740-8798. Special for JMU
students: full life reading for
$2.

For rent
TWO
BEDROOMS
IN
FURNISHED APARTMENT:
On school bus route. Cheap;
available immediately; no
lease; need only bedroom
furniture. Male or female.
Call Gail Gibson. 433-2849.
ONE BEDROOM, FURNISHED APARTMENT to
sublet. Mid-May to September, option to continue
Fall. Utilities, air conditioning
furnished. $170 per month.
Call 434-0201 after 7 p.m.

Wanted
ROOMMATE WANTED.
Female to live in spacious five
bedroom house on W. Market
St. with four others. Fully
carpeted, two baths, large
kitchen, living room, dining
room. $80 per month plus
utilities.
Call
433-2856
Available sometime after
Feb. 5.

Lost
LOST: turquoise '77 class
ring in or about Harrison Hall.
Reward offered, no questions
asked. Call Cindy, 433-2856.
High sentimental value.

Found
A PERSONAL BELONGING
of a girl from Bridgewater
who attended the Circle K
dance on Thursday, Jan. 26.
Call 433-4916. Box 2822.

Activities
JOBS ON SHIPS! American,
foreign.
No experience
required. Excellent ' pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3 for
information. Seafax, Dept. L2, Box 2049, Port Angles,
Wash. 98362.

Personal
SO-CALLED EX-GEEKS: I
wasn't talking to you!!! antigrease.

BUTTER BALL: Monday's
orgy was memorable indeed:
thanks for giving it your all.
Lovingly, Frederick and
William.
TO WONDER WOMAN,
HUNGARIAN MIDGET AND
QUEENIE: Happy birthday
to three of the best. We love
you always.
Always
remember, go for it. Love,
Delta Womma.
TO
STROHMAN
AND
MILLERMAN: Still hoping to
become KMA little sisters.
You bring the brew, we'll save
the front row to practice
"nasty habits." See you in dhall 5. Can I wear your hat?
The Gifford Boppers.
E.J.R.: It may not have sex
appeal, but forever's a long,
long time. Maybe in a month I
can take you off myself and
wind you up. As long as we
don't end up downstairs,
right? Green Troll.
TO ANTI-GREASE: You are
not alone!
Why stick the
secret societies in a closet?
Why not flush them and
pollute Newman Lake even
more? Let's hear it for GDI's!
May students of the future see
the light before it's too late!
Two very fortunate ex-geeks.
FELICIA, glad to meet you.
Are you really shy?
McClean?! Hockey?! Hope to
talk to you soon! Told you I
would do it!

THE SIX PEARLS OF
ESSENCE ARE PROUD TO
PRESENT "THE NINE TOP
DUCKS": 1 Dippy Poo. 2.
Aggie'Boo. 3. Shinin' Star. 4.
Snorkel. 5. Rover. 6. Pepper
Bee. 7. Jus' Plain Me. 8. DC.
Sex...and last, but by no
means least...9. "Slow" Gin.
SPRUCE-JUICE
HANSON
BOYS:
"Here we come
again" for another artillary
punch-out and some Little
Feat tunes. There's nothing
like falling off the loft and
walking home at four a.m. So
Yip Yip Yyeeoow down the
slopes
and
remember
"morscholbartender."
You
guys are great! The two N's.
TO THE PERSON WHO
TOOK THE BEIGE BLAZER
OUT OF MOODY 107: Please
return the thimble that was in
the pocket.
Sentimental
value.
TO JETHRO AND FRED IN
WHITE: Well, how are the
ethnic joke tellers? Did you
hear the one about the Pollock
who took a ladder to the
party?
Signed, Alexander
Graham Bellski.
WOPANDR.B.: Spunky nips
are the ones-yeah, boyrevenge is great, you singing
and dancing chickens. Phase
one completed! Chimp and
Speedo.
GEEK: Welcome back, early
bird! I hope the journey was
worth it. A fellow geek

let year loved one
or
secret sweetie know
that yon care-

■
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buy a

:
;

Valentine's Day personal
Your name
Your box number
Your phone number
Classified (please print)
SO cents to mry 25 «wb
Deadline Feb. 7
No classifieds accepted without payment.
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